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"The Number of Prisoners Captured by Us Will Thrill the World Wlieti Made
Public9 Says Cable From Paris; Crown Prince's Men, With Their Backs to
Swollen River and Unable to Ford ill Battle for Their Lives; General Petain's
Men Pry Loose Bodies' Hold on Rheims; General Haig's Men Gain Ground
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THROUGH THE BARBED WIRE AFTER HUNS

STRIKE
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Hold
French
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Down to West Side of Avre,
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Treasury Figures,

VESLE CROSSED WEST OF
HEAVIER IS THE TAX
RHEIMS BY THE FRENCH

Thij' a .,uii,., ,.ffi.M,,i ,,Vw,i,,ir,mih
on the western front.

ihi.uii American soldiers rim ruin:.' the eneniv through German barbed

SALVAGED SHIPS

DEMAND FOR Tl

iSIMiRe
mm

Shows, That Married Allies Continue Their Advance
Men Have Nearly Five Times
in Soissons Region; Teutons
Wealth! Single Men Have;
Rushing in Reinforcements
Women Are Factor,
From the North,

Report

,!

$173,-000,00-

0

personal income tax collected
for the fiscal year 1916, Investors and
speculators In all fields shouldered
d
of the burden, labor
Just
.086 per cent of it, and the remainder came from the multitudinous ranks
of those whose incomes were classed
as derived from, "business" and
one-thir-

Embraced within the latter classes
is every calling from that of banker
to the farmer with a Bcant acre, and,
in the profession, from the practition
er of international law to the modeBt
chiropodist.
Ten Over Five Million.
Ninety per cent of the total tax was
derived from those fulsome Incomes
of more than J25, 000, and 1.66 per
cent from those of the $5,000 class
and less, although tfie latter constituted more than a third of the total
437,000 returns.' The highest average
rate of tax actually paid upon net income subject to tax was 12.9 per cent,
which fell upon the highest income
class of $6,000,000 and over. Only ten
Individuals, however, bore the burden
of that rate. They contributed
to the total tax. The average
rate of tax paid declined through the
income classes to a minimum of .28
per cent for the $3,000. to 4,0(.0 class.
Although incomes of $100,000 and
more constituted only 1.5 per cent of
tjie total number of returns, they paid
s
of the total tax.
nearly
'I'rolMTty'' Tax High.
"Property" income from stocks,
bonds, rt'nts, royalties and all money- i
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TERRIFIC

ALLIES' TROOPS

BASE IS CAPTURED BY AMERICANS

U. S. EMPLOYMENT
E

H1.F

FISMES, TEUTONS' GREAT SUPPLY

GREATER THE INCOME

1V MORNINO JOURNAL BPICIAt LIAMO
Washington, Aug. 4. Of the

I

SALIENT

FRONT

Professions Furnish' Less Than Germans Pushed Back Be10 Per Cent of Revenue to
tween Montdidier and More-fu- l;
Government,

CONTINUES RETREAT

AND FRENCH; BRITISH MAKE GAIN

SUBJEC T

German Withdrawal Goes On Unabated With Allied Soldiers
Everywhere in Hot Pursuit and the Situation Apparently Has
Resolved Itself Into a Race for Northern Bank of Aisne by
IT MORNINa JOURNAL SPBCIAt LtABCO WICI
London, Aug. 4. On the British
Huns Who Have Been Evicted From Strategic Positions Along
front the Germans have withdrawn Some Vessels, Victims of Sub- Rubbish Heaps in England No Government Asks All Official
Vesle River; Americans Alone, General Pershing Reports,
a
between Montdidier and Moreuil.
Speakers to Explain Work
Longer Adorned With Cans;
marine's Torpedoes, Been
distance of ten miles. The French
Have Taken 8,400 Prisoners and 133 Guns; All
Through
hold the slopes down to the western
to Department of Labor in
Containers BeOil CarRaised
Three
Salvaging
Times;
river.
Avre
side of the
the Territory From Which Foe Has Retreated Towns
comes Profitable Industry,
handling Labor of U, S,
The situation around Albert Is
go Is Saved,
Ablaze.
;
.
somewhat obscure but the British
4- -

CAUSES ECONOMY

INUTE

Are-Sti- ll

have been closely following the enemy and it is probable the Germans
have by now evacuated the eastern
bank of the Avre. The villages of
and Dernancourt are In- the possession of the allies. '
Indications are the Germans do nbt
intend to make a permanent stand on
the banks of the Aisne, but that they
will retreat to the Chemin Des Dames
ridge, which is one of the strongest
positions in France and for the morn nt will try to hold
the French
while getting away with their stores.
The allies captured the Chemin Des
Dames once.
Ha-m-

el

Taris, Aug. 4 (4:20 p. ni.) Both
flanks of the German forces between
Rheims and Soissons appear to have
been turned. The French have forced
a crossing of the V'csle west of

lihelms.
German reinforcements are reported arriving in the Soissons sector
from the north. The allies continue
their advance, according to latest report although it is said within prudent limits. The allied left wing has
moved faster than the right and further progress in the Soissons region
sources
constituting nearly might exposo it to a counter attack
working
vne-jia- u
ui uie nei loia, oi u,vvu,uuv from the enemy.
reported, even in the face of the exemption of all dividends, amounting
Paris, Aug. 4 (1:05 p. m.) Allied
to exactly a third of the total net in- troops
have crossed the Aume at sevcome returned, boro nearly its pro- eral
between
Soissons
and
points
one-hatax
of
total
the
portionate
Venizel.
because of the much higher proportion
of "property" income in the returns on The German resistance is faltering
the left wing of the allied advance
of the higher Income classes, paying
the heavier rates of tax. Incomes from while itonIs growing stubborn and desthe right wing, where the
"business" and "service" footed the perate
Germans still retain a foothold on the
remainder of the tax bill.
southern
bank
of the Vesle, between
A an evidence of the Inducements
to thrift in matrimony, the returns of Champigny and Jonchery, northwest
married men, making due deiloction of Rheims. The number of prisoners
f6r joint returns of husband an wife, captured by the allies during the last
two days will thrill the allied world
urn, oi single men as shown 'by their
correreturns, the former bearing a
sponding burden of the tax except for
exemption In tho $3,000 to $4,00,0 class
amounting to about 6 per cent of theii
itotal income repoprted.
Women's Incomes Noted.
Although for the
at large,
the returns of singlocountry
men were double those of single women, the six
New England states were a conspicuous exception to the rule. The total
Income reported by single men in thai
section exceeded by barely 15 per cent
the total income of single women,
AT ONCE
bearing testimony to either the apparent Independence and earning capacity of the New England women or a
reluctance to share Inherited riches
In matrimony. The District of Columbia and Hawaii were also conspic- Federal Court Decrees Declaruous in that respect, showing about
ing It To Be an Unlawful
equal returns for single men and
women.
Combination
To Be Put Into
A striking eccentricity In the report
Is the return in the skilled and un-- Effect Without
Delay,
inskilled labor class of twenty-tw- o
comes above the $50,000 mark, five
of them being about $100,000. Twc
IOY MOKNlma
jaun., ........
hundred and eighty labor returns wcro
Washington, Aug: 4. Under an
above $10,000.
.nircmcni i,'.?iween me
Drummers Pay High.
and the International . , . government
m- IBfllc, I, W
Pour commerdnl travelers'
showed pany, federal court decrees
declaring
Incomes of $100,000, as did two
the
harvester trust to be an
one professional
unlawful combination and ordering its
on Pace Two.P
v io De carried Into efa,
uianuiuuun,
fect at once. The company's appeal
in the supreme court since
pending
.
,
.
n ; j
i
i:
iv i ,in ujMtiiisHea
ana an order
issued
providing for the sale of cerTHE WEATHER
tain machinery lines, controlled by the
company, together with Its plants in
Snrinirfield. O.. and Anhurn w v
FORECAST.
The terms of the. agreement were
Denver, Colo., Aug.' 4. New.Mex-Ico- : maue puouc vonigni py me departMonday partly, cloudy, probably ment of Justice.
showers west portion; Tuesday partly
.
cloudy.
?
Cunningham Sells Farm.
Arizona: J Monday local showers;
Canta Fe, Aug. 4. Dr. J. M.
Tuesday generally fair.
the Las Vegas banker, has
sold' his famous model farm near
LOCAL RtJPOKT.
& Floersheim of Springer.
to
Springer,
The
modern buildings,
A summary of local weather con- a fine orchard, a hundred acres in alditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours end- falfa, big pasture and large areas io
ing at 6 p. m. yesterday follows: Max field crops. Charles Cunningham, son
imum temperature, 95 degrees; mini- of the former owner, had been manmum, . 66:. range, 39: at 6 p. m., 84; ager of the farm which was established thirty years ago,
porthwest winds; clar.
three-fourth-

lf
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( Awmdiilnl Prr
CowiHndfn.
London, July 15. Not all the ships
which German torpedoes and marine
collisions send t the bottom of the
sea stay there.' In less than three yearn
more than 400 sunken nurchant vessels have been restored to service.
And more than one ship has been
raised, repaired, sent forth on a now
career, and then sunk and raised anew
for a third lease on life.
The rescue work is done by tho salvage section of the British, navy.
the war no one thought of
to save such wrecks as are
now brought up from tho depths, but
valships are priceless. The financial
ue of the salvage1 work is enormous.
Tho cargoes salved themselves are
worth many millions of dollars.
Recently a big American tanker
collided on a dark night in the English channel with a sturdy British
standurd ship carrying oil. There was
nn explosion of benzine, and tioth vessels were quickly swept by flames. Of
the crt'W of tho Hritlsh ship only eight
men, who Jumped overboard, were
saved.
Salvage work on both ships began
with tho arrival of tugs which, after
overcoming many difficulties, , managed to tow them close to tho shore.
There it was necessary to sink them
by gunfire. They are now being
brought to the surface, a long arduous
Ho-fo-

task.
The tanker, a fine vessel of some
had on
500 feet long and
board 16.000 tons of oil, and though
of
the cargo
she blazed for days, half
was salved. When thoroughly reto
be
will
returned
the
tanker
paired,
the ITnlted States, not much worse for
wear, the damage being estimated at
$760,000 a small amount in marine
figuring in thos edays when persons
think in millions.
new-buil-
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TERRIFIC LOSS IS
INFLICTED ON FOE
BY ALLIED

ALLIANCE

CHINA-JAPA- N

QISSOlTiff

(

Washington, Aug. 1. Trash heaps
in England, which have given up thousands of dollis-worth of Waste fat
for use in muk'ing munitions', now aw
being robbed of their picturesquo
adornment of tin cans, which likewise
will do their bit toward putting the
German army back where it belongs..
Necessity for conserving a metal
absolutely indispensable to the
of war has eliminated the us
of new tin from civilian pursuits. Us
place is being tuken by salvaged tin,
gathered in the (lumps and alleys ol
the cities, and by various substitutes,
such as paper and cloth containers.
Figures supplied by the Brittnh foreign office to official sources here attest the great saving effected in t tie
use of tin plate. In 1913, the biscuit
trade used 12,000 tons of tin. Tlib
year the trade, has had 515 tons and
will get no more. Old tins will be utilized or the trade- will do without.
Hoot polish manufacturers have received no new tin whatever, as compared with fi.000 tons annually before
tho war. Scrap sent back from the
front in France Is being worked up.
. Domestic tinware, the housewife'
pride, is receiving 750 tons a quartet
where S.000 tons were usul in 1913
No tin has been allotted for the civilian tobacco trade, but the army is bea
ing take'n care of.'

0FSUN

TROOPS

YAT SEN

TntM Corrmipondelice.)

Tokyo, June 0. Dr.
Bodies of Men and Horses Are
noted Chinese political leader, has
come to Japan. Alluding to the civil
Mingled With Broken Down
war in China he expressed opinion
that the Southerners were prepared
Vehicles; Aviators Punish
to entertain a peace proposition If the
Fleei ig Columns,
conditions were such as to guarantee
a permanent cessation 6f the conflict.
Whether such a result can be attained
MORNINa JOURNAL PKCiAU IKARCO WIRKt
while Premier Tuan remains In power
seemed problematical, lie salijl. He
Paris, Aug. (3:15 p. m.) Allied
suggested the. south may try to find forces In pursuit of tha Germans have
veritable charnel
financial assistance In Japan.
through
passed
relations, houses. Rodles of men and horses are
Speaking of China-Japa- n
he said: "I have been paying care- mingled with broken down vehicles
ful attention to the question of an en- alongside ammunition dumps, some
tente between Japan and China' and partially exploded and others intact.
am convinced that primarily Jt is a Bodies of Germans offound In clusters
the allied artilbeyond the range
question of sentiment. If the sentisevere punishment
ment of the two peoples can be lery huliratg that
on
was inflicted
ine iiceuig columns
brought Into harmony the desired effect cap be obtained without much ef- by the aviators.
n,

V

fort."
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AND

COPPER"

ABANDONED

.

BY FOE Y

'V MOHNtNS JOURNAL anal..,. LCASBB WISH '
"
With the American Army on the
e
Front, Aug. 4 (by the
When the French
Associated Press.)
came to Villeneuve Wednesday they
wounded or dead
found twenty-fiv- e
Germans In cots In the village church.
of
these apparently had died
Several
of starvation, so hurried was the
retreat. The Germans had been
using the church as a hospital with
Atsne-Marn-

Ger-ma-

n

Sixty Iron beds, all Gorman made.
In another village, the Germans
had the church filled with mattresses
from the homes of the people. There
were great 'piles of brass and copper
church vtstments, all boxed, ready for
shipment to Germany. The brass and
copper apparently had been assembled from other villages and Included
kitchen utensils, faucets and other articles.
;'
.

RECEIPTS
SHOW MILLION DEFICIT

ARGENTINE

J

(Awwcl-ilp-

rrew Correspondence.)

Washington, Aug. 1. Reports from
Argentina declare that government receipts for thft fiscal year ending last
July were a disappointment. They
show a deficit, as the receipts wero
expert) to totul 393,000,000 pesos
and the actual receipts were 252,000,-00- 0
.
pesos.
The Argentine peso is eqqal to about
SO 'cents American gold,, .
.

That tho government has realized
the great importance of the propel
control and distitjbution of labor in
the United States during the present world crisis; and that Such labor
is recognized as one of the great factors In winning the war, is evidenced
by the fact that tho
of the
Men, tho official mouthpiece
government, have been Instructed to
explaiii to the public the working of
the employment si'vice.
During the past week the speakers
have told tho people from the theater
platforms of the city what the employment service is doing. The follow-laaddress of Dr. M.,K. Wybler, delivered in the "K" theater, is a good
example of the talks of the speakers:
"1 come to you tonight representing our government with a message
from Washington. The government
gives every real patriot a chance to
.help win this war. In the successful
waging of war, there are always mrec
great lines of defense. First the fighting force, the army and the navy;
Second the producers and conveyors
of material, this includes our farms,
mines, mills, railroads an.1 ships, and
supplies the material needs of the
fighting forces; Third, our societies,
schools, tho home, and the church,
which keeps up tho moralo of the
boys in the trenches and the workmen
at home and furnishes that spiritual
pep which is necessary to the successful carrying out of any undertaking.
"We are interested tonight in the
second greaMine of defense, our government Is going to mobilize Its manpower. She has organized the United
States .employment service with agencies all over the country who receive
applications from employers needing
men, and from men needing Jobs. She
is also organizing the United States
public service reserves who will register men who are employed but are
willing to leave their employment to
lines
take up war work.
of work are going ito be cut out. Employers will be asked to give up some
of their most skilled men. and surely
an employer who has proudly hung
up a service flag, and given his only
boy, to fight In the trenches, will not
hesitate to give up a few of his most
skillful employes to go and make
munitions for that boy, and no loyal
mechanic will object to leaving home
and friends and going elsewhere to
do work to help the boys. In this way
we expect to mobilize our
y
to keep every man busy, we want
one working six days in the week,
and hitting the ball every minute of
his time, we want to show the world
that we love liberty, and freedom,
institutions.
and nPP'Watewe are willing to make any sacrifice
of either our fortunes or our lives
and to forever settle the question, mat
while Kaiser Pill la not the first
this earth,
tyrant that ever cursed
that with the help of God, our faithand
ful mothers, our loyal workmenlast."
our brave boys, he will be tho
Four-Minu-

g

man-powe-

r,

ev-er-

nv
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MADE. BY

IS
THE GERMANS

(Undated War, I,eai by the Associated Prets)
ine German retreat continues un their pursuers to escape further
abated with the Ulna everywhere io lost-eor men made prisoner.
hot pursuit.
,
Just how large this bag of captives
Apparently the situation now has is at present can not be reckoned, but
resolved itself into a race for the unofficial advices) from I'srls assert
northern bank of the Aisne river by Unit when the figures are made
pubthe Germans who have been evicted lic they will thrill the allied world.
from strategic 'positions- along the General Pershing 111 his communicaVesle river, in the center of the lino tion
says the Americans alone have
Hid directly east of lthelms which
taken 8,400 prisoners nnd in addieemingly renders necessary that they
put the Aisne between themselves and tion, 133 guns.
Allies Take Flsmcs.
After hard fighting tho Americans
and French have suceeedod in
taking
Fismes, once Germany's great ammuRECORD HUNG UP
nition and supply depot,
y
on
the railway between Colssons and -Uheims, while to the east at a num.
her of places along the Vesle river
the French have crossed the stream. '
IN CONSTRUCTION
driving the enemy northeastward.
hast of Soissons allied troops have
negotiated the passage of the Aisno
and are in position to harass the enemy as lie endeavored to straighten
OF STEEL VESSEL out
his line in Conformity with fhat
running northwestward.
So fast has been the retreat in the
center that already some elements of
their forces have succeeded In reaching the northern bank of the Aisne
Cargo Carrier Is Launched in and
getting numbers of their big guns
across
with therrt. All through the
Oakland Harbor 24 Working
salient towns are still ablaze
behind '
the
Keel
Was
After.
retreating Germans, and
Laid;
Days
have been set afire in order
to prevent tlia allied troops from garTenth Ship Built,
the
nering
ripened grain.
With the Vesle at freshet and the
Germans
to ford It, they stood
unable
MORNIN
lV
JOUNMAL artClAL LfAIKO VRJ
with their backs to it and gave battle
Oakland, Calif., Aug. 4.nuilt in for their lives. Most
of
were
twenty-fou- r
working days, the steel killed and the remainder them
made
cargo carrier Invincible, 12,000 tons oner.
One
of
most
the
Important '
capacity, was launched In Oakland maneuvers north of the Vesle
the
harbor at noon today from the Ala- penetration by the French to wai
tho vilmeda yard of tho Uethlehem Shipof La Neuvillette, which olease
lage
building corporation. This Is claimed the German hold on the northern outby the yard managers as a world's skirts of Uheims and seemingly derecord.
livers the cathedral city from the
The speed In construction was at German menace.
the request of Charles M. Schwab,
Kyes Now Turn to Kliclms.
head of the Bethelehem corporation,
With the Germans now
"
director general of tho Emorgoney vanquished thus far on thethoroughly
Soissons- Fleet corporation. When he raised the Uheims salient, eyes are
turned
being
Line pennant of the shipping board, to the
regions In the northwest on
awarded for the best ship construction both sides
of Amiens. Here the French
for May In the United States, over the and Hrltish are keeping up their
hard
Alameda yard, ho asked the men to pressure against the armies of Crown
get the Invincible ready for launching Prince Uupprecht of Bavaria and have
in thirty days.
They promised to do forced them on two highly important
it in twenty-eigh- t,
but have cut four sectors to retreat.
Southeast of
lavs off that figure.
Amiens, on the old Montdidier sector,
The- raising of, the blue pennant the Germans have fallen back across
was part of the c'remonies attendant the Avre river over a wide' front, while
upon .the launching of four boats northeast of Amiens, In the region of
from the same yard on the Fourth of Albert, a similar retrograde moveJuly. Among thein was the Defi- ment has been made across the Ancre.
ance, which was built in thirty work- The German official communication
in admitting the withdrawal near Al- ing days.
Fifteen hundred men have been bert declares the maneuver was car- In'on
out without In tor f event e by the
and
the
ricd
employed day
night
vincible, a Bister ship of the Defiance, British.
There again has been considerable
the keel of the former having been
laid within a few seconds after the activity on the Italian mountain front,
Two
the
latter slid down
ways.
days' where at several points the Italians
interruption In the work was caused have attacked and defeated the Aus- by a strike of the bollermakers. This trlans.
was amicably se't'ed.
'
The yard managers say that much NEGRO IS FATHER OF
of the credit for the quick construction is due .to James Gregg, foreman
THIRTY-FIV- E
CHILDREN
of the shlpflttint
department, and
i
n
of rivlters.
.Tumofl
The men themseWcs rlso have strain- - V tr mornino journm. mc,av win wnsi
ed every effort m Soaking the rce-ciGoldsboro, N. C, Aug. 4. John
Ward, A negro called as a witness In
The Invincible is the tenth steel ves- a recent trial held here, told the
sel to bo. launched by this yard in court he was the father of thirty-fiv- e
to be children and that thirteen sons were
111 8, and the twenty-fourtOakland
harbor. It In military service. Ward, who la 63
launched in
brings the tonnaga of the Alameda years oll, has been' married three
yard up to a total of 120.001 and of times and has twenty-fiv- e
living chilthe harbor to 243 S00. This is nn dren,
one
vessel
dnvs
every nine
average of
The negro says his first wifebor
The Invincible
h a slngl-- screw fifteen
children in six years quad-ruplturblner, with a speed of eleven knots
twice, two seta of triplets and
loaded. It Is 4 40 feet long between one
single child. The second wife; he
feet beam and
perpendloulars, fifty-sigave' birth to twelve children,
thirty-eigfeet deep. It was or- said
gave birth
dered by the Cunard Steamship com- twins twice. The third wife
children. Five sons In. milipany and commandeered by the to eight
are
in
service
Franc, and eight
tary
United States.
The launching was without special others are In training camps in this
.
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With the British Army In France,
Aug. 4 (by tho Associated Press.)
The Germans opposite parts of tho

British front apparently are changing
their operations from offensive to 'defensive. They have made a purely local retirement in tho Albert sector to
the east bank f the Ancre. This Indicates a change In the enemy's attihe has
tude, for on this asmall frontWhere
ho
position
placed himself in
will bo unable to carry out an offensive action for at. least some little

ftinla Feans See Corn nance,
score of
Santa Fe, Aug.
Santa Feans motored to Santo Domingo today to witness the annual corn
dance. Dr.; Edgar L. Hewett of the
School of American Research, had tils
class on the Indian dance and drama
with him and made, a scientific study time.
He has made himself more comof this fragment of a primitive drama.
a thousand fortable by locating on drier ground,
that goes back probably
A where he would be better able to
and more years uv H inception.
eotemoiiy,
himself.
few persons made the trip by train.
de-fe-
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RIEuqucfqul Morning Journal, Monday, August

Huron!

Kerensky

1

DEAD I' FIE

Were Left Behind With
Orders to Die They Died;
They Lie in Groups About
Guns Just as They Fell,

MARKSMANSHIP IS PLAIN

J)ozens Found Here and There,
Every One Killed by a Yankee Bullet, or Stabbed With
a Yankee Bayonet,

jt

IBY

MOPNma

JOURNAL

London. Aug.
o'clock Sunday

Lt"P

BRKCIAL

Ai-u-

"The salient
gone. Tho allied
troops already are holding tiie sJUth
,s in
bank of the ' Vcale river.
flames.
"The wagons of the retreating German columns can In; seen lulling over
muddy roads toward th. AiMie. Our
cavalry patrols report m,y rear guard
screens.
,
' JletlfOil Against Tlieii- Wl.l.
"To have thus driven tho enemy
hack four
bock as he was driven
years ago .8 no mean a hieviiucnt,
but We must riot over estimate it.
That the enemy has been io,cid to
retire bitterly against Ins will, i obvious, I am prepared to mvept General Ludendorff's wtaientc ni t.iat ttie
retirement was decided on mteen
days ago after Gcrterul Iviuin'a Mow
against the west side of the Balieiit,
and the Hermans can prion themselves on having rema..i.'d, to use
.Uidendorff's phuse "muster.! of the
situation.' That is to say, itiey have
of the
beeA able to avert the co.lap.-ildea of the salient and the consequent capture by the allies ot all tnelr
troops in the saiient.
that extent they are ma iters
of the situation as the ham rapt may
be so described who just escaped being sent to prison. ;
"The American communication today' described the enemy as having
been driven In confusion beyond the
Vesle. So far as I have I. en huh: to
hitherto
learn signs of confusion
have been conspicuously absent,
tollowed
any
1 have never
army's retirement which leu so little evidence of being forced; e.cept
In the matter of .ammunition.
"The enemy's dead are certainly
unburled. But who should have buried them? He left men behm lwilh
orders to die. And died they have.
They 'lie in groups about then- guns,
doens. here,, dozens there every one
with an American bullet throug.i his
brain or breast, or with the equally
decisive Btab of the 'American bayonet." ". ', '
"' "These proups are clone together in
total
vital positions and amount to u men.
f from two to three hundred
They give evidence of fine discipline
not of that
nd-- determination, and
sort of thing one is accustomed to
find "behind defeated armies.
Enemy Counted Ills Cost.
"So far as I can see, the enemy
Counted exactly the cost of his reor a
tirement,, and paid not a uman
soldierly
gun abpve his margin. As
achievement It moved to admiration,
and, cheered as one must be by the
jronieeslon of weakness which the rein
tirement Implies, there is nothing
the retirement on which to build exfuture. By
aggerated hopes of the
Vnost hopeful feature of the
Jar th business'
is the difficulty of
whole
It on any other hypothesis
than .that the Germans are much
shorter of men than we had supposed
"Their advance on the west of
Rhelras was a big artillery bluff
wTilch could only have been justified
hV the success of the attack on the
'hist of It.
kJiot a SlraU'frle Kctroat.
r"''jfudUindorff calls the operation a
jrt'ntfegfcalisuccess. No, it is not that.
reA lg it great. strategical failure,
lieved "by .various tactical successes,
lind It inay not be too soon toassayit
that the failure, even retrieved
to
has 'been, probably spells ruin
German offensive for .this ticason
Bt least, against Paris.
"Tfu they have an attack they may
modeliver In Flanders almost anyPrince
ment thev, Please, if Crownnot been
KupprechCs reserves have
drawn upon too largely In the German
But Octoher
.irown prmce's Interest,
date for
Is likely to be the earliest and
Oc'
here,
any vital operations
more of
million
tober meftris some half
these excellent Americans in tho lino.
Did Liidemkwff Blunder?
of
The extreme weakness was
exhibsuccess
A
great general with a
ited yesterday.
strategical success on his hands ha:t
an opportunity for a big tactical blow
tempted
which surely would havereason
inhim had not some serious
retirement
Gorman
The
tervened.
was rapid and the allied pursuit in
ordwvto keep pace with it, ofwas
its
forced to outrun the protection
Is
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Yet Ludendorff refrained. Why?
reasons suggest themselves.
Kltherh had never,or the needful
force ft this,Uidisposal
north of the. Atsne
attitude to-- !
troops
mvirse teen decided en, theAisne
havto the north of the
ing been cut down to the lowest peevery JvaHbl
seta number"
'division was being turned found, at-to
.
deferred
the
lander-orlong
)
tack on the British front.
.

We'll, two

'""'t'.t

two Struck
tr i.t

by liightning.
Tra and Fayette
while
Bellsle were struck by lightning
ri.Jj.'!-iu, (k rinnraniv nf nam on
standing;
Johnson mesa. notn aroppeu and regain consciousness- only
nTTe? CTmsiderable time. It is thought
-- v (..
iki
dlsabll- v "nh nermftnent
win .,.ffiliiy Ah
Vtv.
uirastoHy large number of
TifihtYrTng rataltties nave nen
Vatlrftis points In New Mexico
'
'tftfs fear.'
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This is the most recent photograph
of the former Russian premie.r, taken
in Paris on hia recent visit there.
Kerensky Is said to have abandoned
his plan for u trip to the United
States.

90 PER

CENT OF INCOME

TAX PAID BY RICH; SHARE
OF "LABOR IS SMALL
(Continued

Telegraphing at 1
afternooji, r.eutrr'j
correspondent at American headAia, no. trout
quarters on the
buys:

0

WIRtl

.

MnftNINa JOURNAL MCIAL LICP WIA11,.
London, Aug. 4. Keuter's corresarmy headpondent at Amsterdam
quarters says in a dispatch:
"Today an extraordinary spectacle
meets the eyes. The entire German
salient line has given away with a
snap like that of Ci string that has
broken.
"Yesterday, before tho last deluge
of rain, it. was possible actually to see
the German retreat. A man could bo
seen dodging out of a house, with a
machine gun over his shoulder, and
another loading his mule with ammunition.
"Small groups, coming out of their
billets, formed in the road way and
marched off with their arms at the
slope. It was all orderly and leisurely.
There seemed no suggestion of disorder. Thi.s .sort of tiling was happening along the entire forty miles of
front between Kolssons' and Rhelms.
Huge black, bulging
pillars of
smoke suddenly appeared with thunderous uproars here and there as some
ammunition dump exploded.
"There had been plenty of hard
d
hill befighting on the
tween Cierges and Coulonges. It gave
every prospect of continuing when
suddenly the tension snapped and the
Germans were In retreat.
"The crushing pressure of Petain's
troops about those of the crown prince
had been so timed that if the salient
had not broken in one place, it would
have in another.
"With the enemy's abandonment of
the heights above the ' Crlse river,
Solssons became ripe fruit that might
fall at any mi.mnt. The mere possession of the town is not of great moment. It is the ground about it which
constitutes the pivot of the maneuvre.
"The pushing forward of the linn
between floussancourt and
has not the significance of
our gains elsewhere. Hut with CoulIn
our
hands and no sign so far
onges
of th? Germans standing beyond it,
it mi2;bt not take long to clear the
eastern angle of the Ardre.
T
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man, eighteen hotel proprietors, and
twenty-twinsurance agents. Actors,
sinners and musicians to the number
of 18 showed a totul income of $11,-28,000, a neat average of over 112,000
and a possibility to (stimulate the other 170,000 not making returns. Five
of these incomes were over $150,000.
In the class of authors, editors and
report rs there were sixteen incomes
of belter than $100,000, and two
above $.ri00,oo0. Twelve ministers of
the gospel showed incomes of more
o

1

than

$50,0(10.

,

The legal profession earned the
greatest total incomes among professions, although the average income
among engineers was higher.
Of the 23,000 manufacturers In tho-country In 1!U6, one in every ten
made returns, paying a total of 12
IMr rent of the tax; of the merchants,
tine In ten made returns, paying 12.5
per cent of the tax; of commission
brokers in all fields, one In five, paying 8 per cent; real estate brokers, TWITCHELt ANNOUNCES
one in four, paying 0.83 per cent; lawyers and judges, one In five, paying
QUOTAS BY COUNTIES
2.5 per cent; mino owners and operators, one in six, paying 4 per cent.
CAMPAIGN
FOR
One farmer In about every 400 made
1
an
returns, paying
aggregate of per
cent of the tax, one teacher in every (PICIA. COMtlPOHDINCI TO MONNINO JOURNAL!
Santa Fe. Aug. 4. Colonel Ralph K.
200, one clergyman in about every
Twitchell has announced the quota
seventy-five- .
for each of the twenty-eigh- t
counties
Largo Cities Load
The three states reporting the to be raised in the Y. M. C. A. drive
for $115,000,000 in Octiber, the por
greatest total income were in the
for the southern military departof their returns, New "York, Penn- tion
ment, including Arkansas, Oklahoma,
sylvania and Illinois. New York, with Louisiana,
Texas, Arizona and New
nearly $2,000,000,000, reported almost Mexico, being
six million dollars, of
a third of the total returns.
This, which New Mexico's quota Is only
however, is not an accurate indication $134,000.
The
quotas assigned to
of the actual wealth of a state, foi New Mexico
counties are proportioned
persons file returns wherever they in accordance with the assessed
valuresidra regardless of where 'their incounty: Grant leads with
vestments or properties are. It is a ation of each
comes
Colfax with $10,-61$11,060; then
fairly accurate indication, however,
all other counties falling below
of where that much income is spent. the $10,000
mark as follows: Bernalillo
The net personal income reported in $7,505, Chaves
$7,400, Curry $3,950,
1916 totalled $6,300,000,000,
an In- DeBaca $2,870,
Dona
$7,505,
crease of $2,400,000,000 over 1913, or Eddv $3,555, Guuadalupe Ana
$3,950, Lea
about 40 per cent.
$2,370, Lincoln $3,555. Luna $5,135,
Coporate returns for 1916 showed a
$4,345, Mora $3,950, Otero
total net income of $8,700,000,000, an McKiniey
$3,950, Quay $4,740, Rio Arriba
Increase of more than $3,000,000,000
Roosevelt $3,950, San Juan
over 1915, ami $5,000,000,000 ovei
Santa Fe $3,950, Sierra $2,370,
1914, or more than 100 per cent. Of ?80, San Miguel $8,295, Sandoval
the 341,000 corporations reporting, 40
$6,320, Taos $1,975, Torrance
per cent showed no net' earning, $3,555, Vnion $5,135, Valencia
which, however, was a lower percentage than in preceding years.
Colin Neblett will
Federal
Of tho $172,000,000 corporate tax head the Judge
committee for Santa Fe
collected, 17.5 per cent of It was county, the other
members being
drawn for public utilities,. 13 per cent Ralph M. Henderson, Paul A. V.
from iron and steel production, and 9 Walter, Mrs. Reed Ilolloman, Gearge
per cent from mineral operations. The H. Van Stone and Charles Proebstel.
remainder came largely from miscellaneous
manufacturing
industries,
banking and insurance companies, and MAGDALENA WOMAN IN
merchandising companies. RACE FOR SCHOOL JOB

BIGJT'

or-de- r

5,

$3,-16- 0,
$1.-97- 5,

$6,-32- 0.

i

FIVE INJURED AS AUTO
TURNS TURTLE ON SANTA
ROAD

camim Huci to moknins jounLi
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. Mrs. Henry
'S.
Kaune, three daughters and son. were
Injured when their Uuick
car. struck a rut and turned over on the Santa
vpicial

seven-passeng- er

road, two miles south of the United

VRICIAL CORAiaPONDRtlCV

TO

MQRMNO JOURNAL)

Magdalena, N. M., Aug. 4. Mrs. Elsie Spackman, vice president of the
board of education of Socorro county,
has announced her candidacy for the
office of county superintendent of Socorro county for the coming electipn.
Mrs. Spackman is the first woman to
get Into the race for a county office
in this county. The position of county
superintendent in Socorro county
makes special demands of the Incumbent. It is necessary that the superintendent be able to speak English and
Spanish and that he or she have a
knowledge of conditions that prevail
in some of the outlying sections. J.
A. Torres, also a
of the board
of education of Socorro county Is
candidate for the same office; having
announced himself some time ago.
Mr. Torres was formerly county- - superintendent in t'imes preceding the
statehood of New Mexico. Both candidates have a wide acquaintance and
both have been popular In educational
'
circles.

.States Indian school. Charles
a jioung business man, had just Kaune,
learned f to drive the ear and started out
for La Bajada hill and Santti Domingo, his first long trip, when the
accident occurred.
Mrs. Kaune was
most seriously injured, sustaining a
broken collar bone. Fellcitas Kaune,
domestic, science teacher in the public schools,
a
apparently suffered
slight concussion of the brain. Annie
and Alice Kaune sufered from the
shock and bruises while Charles was
distraught from shock and
although he was in no
wise to blame for the accident.
Mrs. Kaune had just recovered
GERMANS RETREATING''
from a broken wrist.
Thrte of the Kaune sons are In the
ON WEST BANK OF AVRE
firmy, one of them over in France.
The father, Mr. Jv'uune, Is a pioneer
IR
MORNIN4 JOURNAL RRIOIAL l.fAHD WlRRl
grocer with a big business establishWith the French Army In France,
ment on the Plaaa.
ug. 4 (by the Associated 'Press.)
Tho Germans are retreating- on the
BOHEMIAN POISON RING'
left bank of the Avre river between
Bournes nnd Rraehes northwest of
DONATED
RED
TO
CROSS
Montdidler, on a front of five miles
...
In extent. Allied patrols are keeping
in contact with the enemy. l.ate re!Y MOKNINO JOURNAL tUCIAI. UIAItD WIK
ports show that Rraches was occupied
Denver, Colo., Aug. 4. In the this
evening, while Harglcourt and
many piece of Jewelry donated by res- Courtmanche
had been reached..
idents of Denver to the Red Cross
Everywhere the enemy Is being
none perhaps .has a more vailed and
pushed with no respite. After
sinisterhlstory than thut a Bohemian strongly
the occupation of Braches Hill 97,
poison ring donated by J. E. Zahn.
came to the possession of the French
The small gold band, manufactured
then Hills 60 and 98 in the same
more than two hundred years ago, he and
The French Occupied
neighborhood.
said has been worn by several prin- the
Filescamps
farm, south of
cesses, at least twice with fata ef- Braches, and the village
of Marlpart
fect for their enemies. The bezed of and the Framloourt . wood.
The
th- - ring turns upon 'a tiny
tho
southward limit . of the retirement
hinge,
pressure of a hidden spring opening reaches Fontaine Sous Montdidier..
a small poison chamber. The ring is
Indications of the new German revalued at $1,000,
treat In the vicinity of the Avre have
been observed for some time. Since
the French attacks on Castel several
CRUISER SAN DIEGO 1
weeks ago the Germans had been In
extremely unfavorable position In
WAS SUNK BY A MINE an
the valley of the Avre. where they
suffered day and night from an enUOttMIM
JOUHNA1. SPECIAL LIAtCO WlftU
filading fire. Recent allied victories
A Canadian Port,
Aug. 4. The between the Alsne and the Marne eviUnited States cruiser San Diego was dently forced them to shorten the line
sunk off Fire Island last month by a opposite Amiens. ,:
mine laid by the German submarine
6
which captured and burned the
Torres Pleads Not. 'Guilty.
Canadian schooner Dornfonstein In
Santa Fe, Aug. 4 Jose Torres, e.
the bay of Fundy last Friday, accord- former inmate of the state refom
ing to statments made by members school at
pleaded guilty In
of the crew of the submarined sailors Justice of Springer,
the peace court to forging
from the sailing ship who were taken the name of Harry
Greene to a fl5.r0
on board the tubmarlne.
check and pasBinjj It on Will Hale,
mt-mb-
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Initial Flight From America
to European Soil,
rSPECIAl

CORRCAPONnrurC

TO

MORN'Na JOIftNALl

The mr.-- t faAug.
mous voyage in the history of the
world was made jissl 428 rears ago.

Washington,

Columbus

sailed from Spain, touched

the Portuguese coast, paused at the
Azores, and then drove across the uns
charted seas until Irs
nosed the sunds.of a new v.'oild.
Another voyage that will shine in
history f.esides that of Columbus will
almost surely reverse the route of the
great discoverer from the American
continent at Newfoundland, say, to
the Azores, thence to Portugal and
finally to Frame.
But it will be made through the
Jilly-boat-

5, 1918

that even half'a dozen of these big BRITISH STRIKE ENEMY
machines are worth while."
"How are yof t'oing to send them
LINE AND GAIN GROUND
over, general by what roiHes?"
FRONT
ON TEN-MIL- E
"Take a man. liroadlv sneaking.
there are three routes the northern,
from .Newfoundland
to Greenland,
(Continued from Page One.)
thence to France by way of Ireland;
the central, direct to Ireland und
river,
thence to France; nnd the southern, when announced. The Vesle
reby way of the Azores und Portugal. which was flooded owing to the
ou can rule out the northern route cent heavy rains, has hampered the
on account of the weather. The cen German rear guards, which were untral route la in many ways a most able to frrd the stream nnd had to
interesting one. I don't know that fight for their lives. The most of these
you could call the sky a terra incog- were killed and the rest were made
nita but the weather in certain' parts prisoner.
of the
Is practically un- Fismes Is completely surrounded by
Known. from the view point of he American troops. The Germans ore
weather the southern route is really retaining a foothold in the extreme
the most attractive. It is steadier and northern part of the town, where
easier to forecast. Given, fair weather thero is house to house fighting.
we will back our engines to do any- Crack
Prussian guard units are offerthing we expect.
ing the most desperate resistance to
"Experience will overcome the dif the Americans.
ficulty of making forecasts und for
that reason the exprri should begin
London, AuS. 4. The
Germans
their calculations now. They will
retired to the north bank of the
have to build up nn organization and have
Vesle and the French have effected
It Is never too soon to begin.
four crossings of the river, according
Must I'so Signal Shiis.
"Of course there are manv other to information rceived here tonight
difficulties to be overcome. There is The Germans are resisting stubbornly
the matter of signal ships, for in with strong rear guard actions.
stance.
In the first phases of this
work some form of craft stationed at;
Paris, Aug. 4. The town of Fismes.
inn.-- , vuiu
ine aeiecieu iuuic
ailing
great storehouse on the
would aeem to be absolutely necessary. Germany's
e
front, has been
There Is no need to consider landing taken by the battle
French and American
ships, however, because if we could troops,
according to tho French ofspare ships of that s:ze we might just ficial communication
issued this eveus well pack the aeroplanes in them.
The
ning.
"The work of training pilots is not the Vesle French also, have crossed
at
several
points.
going to be an easv one. These men
The communication follows:
must understand a certain amount of
make
a
the
can
we
"During
only
reached the
day
navigation. They
few
r.tghts in a sum Vesle to tho east of Fismes. The
mer and therefore they should begin enemy's rear guards opposed spirited
their work now. There would have to icsiNiance especially between Muiznn
be two or three pilots on each ma and Champigny.
Our light elements
chine to relieve each other, but there succeeded In taking a footing on the
wont be any difficulty there as the north bank of the river yat several
e
machines will be big enough to
places.
alihost commodious eating and
"Fismes Is In our posession.
sleeping quarters.
"Northwest of liheims we have won
But tho establishment of airdromes ground up to the village of La
In the Azores is not an easy problem.
which the enemy Is defendThe ground there is somewhat brok ing with creat energy.
en up and much of It is under cultiva
"On the left bank of the Avre betion. Newfoundland is also rather an tween Castel and Mesnil St. George,
like
Hut
sort
of
the
Germans were forced to abandon
ungetatable
place.
all big undertakings there are big dif- a part of their positions.
We have
ficulties. The point Is that we should occupied Braches and
penetrated inface them now. For if we don't, as to Hurgicourt.,
Wo have also adsure as God made littlo apples we'll vanced our line to tho outskirts of
have to next year.
Conrtemanche. We took prisoners.
General Brancker sat up and looked
"Belgian communication, August 4.
bard at the interviewer.
Our
brought in some pris'This thing is easier than you oners iirpartols
the region of Klppe and near
think. I'm not over here to tell Am- lireibank,
erica what she ought, to do. You'll
"Aviation: Second Lieutenant Cop-lenotice that I've used 'we' In everyof the aviation service on Authing I've said. It ought to be co gust, 3 downed in flames a captive
operation from tho start nnd every balloon near Zonnebeke. Thin was
Indication suggests that it will tie. Hut his twenty-secon- d
victory.
I know when we get together Am
"Eastern theater, August 3. There
erica and Britain we can do anything has been enemy
activity ot
We've made up our minds is possible." the mouth of the artillery
Struma nnd to the
And General Brancker himself? east of the Vardar and
arillery fightWell, he is the stimulus!
ing and patrol encounters in the sector south of Iluma and before the
Serbian front.
GIRL HUCKSTERS
"In Albania there have been patrol
SELL FOR RED CROSS encounters."
Aisne-Marn-

skies by "aeroplane.
And if there Is anything in prophecy
bused on seienqe it will be made
this
year before the leaves fly, possibly in
September.
At least this is the settled opinion
Of Major General William S. Branck-er- ,
comptroller-genera- l
of equipment
on the British air council. General
Brancker is now in Washington to
the effort of the
help
allies In the uii' Ills position us to
the flight ncrosC the Atlantic is simply this: That it must he done some
timet In the present war. that it is
already possible to do it, and that
therefore It should be done now.
Once tho first flight is an accomplished fact ho sees steadily growing
fleets pf huge planes making the trip
as a regular part of the independent
aerial offensive by which it Is hoped to
nomb-spatevery Industrial center
in Germany.
General Brancker Confident.
General Tirancla r is not a man to
inspire doubt. He is a compound of
confidence nnd caution. When he
doesn't know he doesn't talk and when
he does talk he is careful to express
himself definitely and in considered
terms. His enthusiasm abides in energy and his convictions rest on facts.
The reason his first call for the
n
flight so electrified the American public was simply because what to
him was the reasoned solution of a
problem, after slow stages of Investigation was to them the sharply sudden apparition of what had been a
vague and romantic dream.
General Brancker views the whole
matter distinctly ns war problem
BY MORNINR JOURNAL BPICIAL LBABED WERIJ
Anything else that develops from the
Taeoma, Wash., Aug. 4. Something
flight will bo to him new
in Red Cross work has just been
or war. His purmerely a
pose and his work is simply to carry put into trial here by fifty or more of
well known girls, who have
Tacoma's
the war Into Germany in tho quickest
Jjecome curbstone vegetable hucksters.
and most direct way possible.
Three days a week tho girls plan
sitting In his tapestried oflc.o the
other day very much the type of to sell such produce as may be con
modern military, man with whom im- tributed under a canopy whose roof
the sign "Red Cross Curbstone
agination, vision and action are much blazes
more important things than formal- - Market," Pierce county producers,
have
Itv nml routine hn cvnl.ilnn1 nn.l homo canners and flower-raiser- s
drove home the esentfal points of the been called upon to furnish the wares
of
the
finds
from
the
which
market,
whole picturesque object.
"You see, this Idea isn't anything will go to the "greatest mother of
all.'
he
declared, "it was
startllngly new."
sugested to us more than a year ago
and since then many designers have
Journal wants bring results,
become interested and many designs
submitted.
All the time it has been
developing as ..one of the practical
problems of this war.
Tho Great Aorml Offensive.
"What we call the 'aerial offensive'
has been constantly before our eyes
the atempt to smother Industrial
Germany under an unremitting hail of
explosives.
Obviously, for this sort
of thing, machines of great
g
power and wide range were
to
cenif
wemeant
necessary
attack
ters everywhere within the German
empire. Hut machines of this design
would be quite the type which could
cross such vast stretches as the At
lantic under their own power.
"Now America as a factor In the
aerial war was looming larger all the
time. But shipping was the limiting
factor so far as America's participation was concerned.
Airplanes which
can't float acros the ocean have to go
by ship. Let's ship as many of them
as we can. They are tnost useful and
But if. in addition, we
necessary.
manufacture planes which can fly
across we are nota only saving ships
and Increasing our output of planes
but we are carrying to the battle-froexactly the type of machine
which will be most dangerous to the
enemy.
"All I can sav Is that from the nolnt
of view of design we have machines
to do the trick now. I m not going
into a technical discussion but I can
tell you that absolutely. And they are
machines which can be manufactured
right here in the United States.
After Action Now.
"Why here," he said, giving himself the impatient shake of the man
of action, "We know perfectly well
that aviation In the next three or
four years is going to develop just as
rapidly as it has in the past more
rapidly. I should say. ' We can't expect
peace tomorrow. .We va got to keep on
preparing for a long war. And we've
got to do this particular thing sooner
or later. Lets take the bull by the
horns and do It now. That's my
whole point attack the difficulties
'
now!"
"That brings up the wholo qulfstldn
or time, general. ' he was reminded
"When would you say such a flight
could take t)Iace7"
;
The cautions look came Into his
face.
"Well, clearly," he explained, "there
is much basic Industrial work to be
done here before these machines can
be turned out.' All types capable of
making the flight are still in the ex
perimental stage. You may have as
much as three months delay over some
annoying little .difficulties of preparation the question of landing stages,
observa
airdromes,
meteorological
tions, the training of pilots. But It Is
certain they can be- met. This thing
is inevitable.
That is the settled
conviction of the British air ministry.
"My own personal opinion Is that
it is possible now.-- . If the flight is
made this year.- say In September, it
win probably bo made
by a sea
plane. A
though It carries
a good deal of weight
in Us boats.
doesn't require much preparation as
to landing stages.
It uses the
offered- by nature,
s
Wclglit-CarrleNeeded.
"But what we need over there are
trans-Atlant-

ic

pro-Vid-

over-ocea-

trans-Atlant-

TELLS OTHERS
How They Can Find Relief
From Periodic Sufferings.
Nashua, N. H. " I am nineteen years
old Bnd every month for two years I
had such pains that
I would often faint,
and have to leave
school. I had such
pain I did not know
what to do with myself end tried so
many remedies that
were of no use. I
read about Lydia E.

I.

Pinkham'a VegCompound
in tho newspapers
and decided to try it,
and that is how I

etable

4W

found relief from pain and feel so much
better than I use to. When I hear of
any girl Buffering as I did I tell them
bow Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound helpedSt..me." Delina
Nashua, N.II.
Martin, 29 Bojpvers
ComLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
pound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmful
drugs, therefore is a perfectly safe remedy to give your daughter, who suffers
from such painful periods 83 did Misa
Martin.
The reason so many girla writa
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., for advice, is because from their
40 years experience they have a store of
knowledge which is invariably helpful.

e,

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Jewett Fire
Brick.
Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

Phone

. . .
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merits, south of the Luce brook and
southwest of Montdidier we captured
prisoners.
"Thero have been no fighting operations on the Aisne north
and east of
Soissons.
On the Vesle we arc In
fighting contact with the enemy."
'

SOYA OIL TRADE

'

GROWS ON PACIFIC
Berlin, Aug. 4 (via London.)
The
Germans o nboth sides of Albert have
IBY MORNING
JOURNAL BPICIAL LJASID W1R
retreated from the western to the
eastern bank of the Ancre rlvrr, acKverett,
Wash., Aug.! 4. Rapid
cording to the German official com- growth In this port's soya bean oil
munication today. The statement says trade is the cause for the starting ol
tho withdrawal was made without construction upon two- hugo storage
tanks.
The smaller of the two will
opposlion.
hold 10.00ft barrels nf nil n.,,1 iv.
The text of Hie statement follows:
tank will have a capacity of
"During tho night there was a re- large
55,000 barrels. It is to
feet In
viving artillery activity, which increased to great Intensity at times diameter, thirty feet high.
south of Yprcs and on both sides of
Hail Hills .lack Rabbits.
the Somme.
Santa Fe, Aug. 4. A report from
"On both sides of Albert we withand Dedman today has it that
Folsom
drew, without enemy interference, our
posts on the west of tho Ancre to tho a heavy h'iulstorm killed hundreds ot
jack rabbits, while wheat and oats
eastern bank of the river.
"In successful
foreficld
cngage- - suffered considerably, beans, however,
escaping with slight injury.
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great

machines to
bomb Germany. I think that by next
that
year,
js within the next twelve
over under
months, we can
their own powergetthem
on an appreciable
scale. By that ,! mean enough to
neip out and teount materially in th
weight-carryin-

fighting.
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PRESENT?
N"1IS

The present battle line on the western front and the Hindenburg line, to
which the Germans will be driven before General Foch gets through with
them this summer.

IHClKL LCABID WIW1
Aug. 4. Soldiers

denburg lino to which they retreated
in the spring of 11117.
the
Americans and
Although
French are still harassing the GerSoissons-Kheims
salient
mans In the
and fighting desperately to increase
their recent gains, that battle may
now be regarded as having become
stabilized.
As soon as the Germans recover
from the defeat they will launch a
new blow, which is expected to fall
on the British front between- - Ypres
This new attack by
and Amiens.
Prince Uupprccht's armies Is absolutely imperative unless Ludendorff
wishes to confess to the Qcrmun people that the battle for Paris has :jeen
a crushing German defeat.
It must come soon, for already
Americans are in France, and

Barcus, Indianapolis; Frank IJurncs,
Covington, Ky.; Albert C. Barnstead,
Somerville, Alass.; Urban Bergeron,
Menashon, Wis.; Simon F. Black,
Union, Mo.: Charles Brenner, New
York; Giuseppe J. Bullerl, Ellcnsburg,
Wash.; Calvin A. Carlxiugh, York,
Pa.; Frank Cherby, New London.
FISHING SCHOONERS
Conn.; Bertina Christiansen, Viroqua,
SUNK BY GERMAN SUB Wis.; Herman L. Clemmer, Uappine,
Va.; Sam J. Cody, Stoncham, Mass.,
Cecile K. Cole, Greenville, Mo.; James
IBV MORNIN
JOURNAL SFKCIAI. LKABCD WIRtf
C. Cox, Indianapolis, Ind.; Cozzie, Phil4.
N.
Three adelphia; Angel Crocos. Fond du Lac,
S.,
Aug.
Halifax,
'American
fishing schooners wero Wis.;
Daily, Burlington, la.;
sunk by German submarines off Seal Ralph Henry
W. Iavis, Council Bluffs, la.;
Yarmouth county, on the John Enno, St. Michael, Italy; J. PerIsland,
- Nova
Tho ry,
Scotia coast yesterday.
Vlto Gerondo, Akron,
crews landed on the Nova Scotlan O.i Philadelphia;
Walter Gowackl, Cleveland; Emet
coast today.
t
Godesky, Canton, C).; William Hage-maThe commander of one submarine
Appleton, Wis.; David C. llalkcr,
told an American skipper that he tvi.
Reading, I).; Louis O. Hanrahan.
Bunk more American schooners hailUnlonville, Conn.; Floyd E. Harry,
ing from Boston and Gloucester Fri- Osceola, Pa.; Ernest II. Haucke,
Wis.; Verron B. Heckroth, Philday afternoon. He did not give tho
names of the vessels or mention what adelphia; John W. Hutches, Kr Poland,
became of the crews.
La,: Herbert Jackson, Birmingham
:
England; William C. Knoll, Chicago;
George Koprivica, Jackson, Calif.;
Roland E. Leonard, Emmetsburg. la.i
David
Louis - Levinson,
Chicago:
Loughran, Milwaukee; Bateman,
Hornell, N. Y.; William J. Mc- Namee. New York; Patrick McKhcrry,
New York; Albert Martin, Stamford,
Conn.; Robert 'Mathews, Manchester,
.

'

a,

s

of Honor

n,

American Casualties
MORNING JOURNAL RPrCIAL LRARIU WIRRI

Washington. Aug, 4. The army
Casualty list Issued today shows:
Killed In action 91; died of wounds
8; died of airplane accident 1; died
from accident and other causes 4;
died of disease 5; wounded severely
130; wounded slightly 1; wounded, degree undetermined SI; missing In ac-

.

12;

total

283.

Feeds Yanks

be more

than a million and a h.i'C.
is waiting for that drive.

Foch
When it comes he will counter-attac- k
this month.
as he counter-attackehut the new offensive will be on a
far greater scale. It will extend from
Ypres as ( far south as the present
fighting front, and it may be intended
into Alsace, wiiero American troops
hold the greater part of the front.
will not stop,
This counter-attac- k
critics here believe, until the Huns
e
on
the old
ly fortified positions
g
been driven back to their
line running through Cam-bra- i,
St. Quentin and La Fere to
Kheims. This line is from five to fifty
miles back of the present front. When
the Germans reach it, as they reached
it last year, the allies will halt and
prepare for the great drive of 1910.
d

Hin-hav-

strong-denbur-

Charles H. Miller, Greeley, Kans.;
Fred J. Newton, Roxbury, Mass.; Boles
Osmolaki, pawtuckct, R. I.; Joseph

iO.;

Ouelette, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.;
Spero Pappandrlkopolone, Arocova
J.
Anthony
Kalavropa, Greece;
Plachta, Torrlngton, Conn.; Henry
B. Pratt, Jr., Caribou, Me.; Wesley C.
Predmore, Winters, Calif.; Churleg
Suigley, Indian Harbor, Ind.; Fred W.
Kanee, Menominee, Wis.; Charles J.
Rasp, Detroit; Norman W. Rsed,
Pa.; George L, Rourke,
N. D. Peter Sanford, Jr.,
N. J.; Robert F. Scott, Hcgler,
Ida.; John D. Seymour, Ht, Louis; Ronald E. Smith, Milwaukee, Ore.; Marian Stankowicz. Chicago: Louis, A
Stelnmetz, Hamilton, O.; Clair O. Sutton, AVcstovcr, Pa. ; George T. Weath-etill- ,
Fayette, Mo.; Paul B. Wolfe,
Connersville, Ind.; Reginald Young,
Granville, N. If.; Sergeant Henry W.
Wiocher, St. Louis; Corporal Edward
Otto, Sissoton, N. D.
Died I'rwm Wounds.
Capt. John S. Manning, Brooklyn
Corporals Benjamin Berry, Unity.
Prt?
Me.; Earl
vates Robert P. Falls, Kings Moun
tain, N. C; John A. Olines, Hamilton,
111.;
Samuel B. Greene, Toms Creek,
Va.; Louis K. Hice, Three Rivers,
Mich.; Mike Wasarab, Lake Wood, O.
Died of DImump,
Private Frank Ankcieln, New York;
Lowis R. Elkey, Windsor, Conn.; Clarence S. Heale. Batavla, N. , Y. ; Frank
Jordan, Oakland, Call(.; Frank A.
Kiely, Clinton, III.
Died of Airplano Accident.
Lieut,
Remson
Detroit,
Bishop,
Mich.
,

Osna-brook-

Pat-erso-

;

Garrett,-Indianapoli-

'

v

Jild From

t

Caascs.
Louis G.

and Otlicr

'

Lauer," Fort
Sergeant
Wayne, Ind.; Wagoner Clyde W.
Knapp,
Burtrum, Minn.; Privates
William M. Coniff, Madison,. Wis.;
Herbert L. Sylvester, Shreveport, La.
'Wounded Severely.
Captain" Melvin W. Bridgek. Chicago; Lieutenants King Alexander,
H. ChanChambersburg,
dler, Brooklyn, N. Y.: Andrew H.
Green, Raleigh, N. C; James H. Kelly,
Lynn, Mass.; John P. Kerrigan, West
Vt.; Regimental Sergeant
Rutland,
Major J. Kirker, Albany, N. Y.J Ser.
M. Bernhardt, Chicago;
Max
geants
Elmer O, George," Orono,' Maine;
James G. Knight, Helena. Ark.;
H. Robblns. Sheridan. Wyo.;
Paul Strang, Houston, Tex.; CheKter
R. Thomas, Waverly, Mass.; Ulysses

C

Tho list contained tho following
names of western men:
Killed In action Lieutenant Forbes
Jllokard, Jr., 050 Lafayette street,

penver.
Severely wounded: Sergeant
Jamin H. Robblns, Sheridan, Wyo.

Pa.;-Willia-

The list:

KiHed .n Action.
MaJ. John H. Mills, Lynchburg,
Vb! Lieut. Forbes Richard, Jr., 960
Lafayette stroet, Inver, Colo.; Ser
geants Lloyd C. Ackerman, bvan'
villa. Infl.t Albert Andrews, Hugoton
Kans.-- . Lester ' Avant, Midland
City,
Miss.;
Ala.; Otis L. Goff, Wade,
'Kaoul W. Nordquist, Quincy, Mass.;
Charles W. Rogers. Cob Hill. Ky.: Ma- nippe Btoneelpher, Iuka, 111.; Carroll S.
West. Keaar Falls, Me.; Corporals to
ward J.' Brown, Newark, N. J.; Roy
K. Cherry, Rousevlllc, Pa.; Daniel, V.
W
Coon, ,Waterbury, Conn.;
Davy, Hedrlck, la.: Clayton B. Kaiser,
Nazareth, Pa.; Daniel P. McGrath,
Kansas City,' Mo., John B. Murphy,
Dallas, Tex.; Albert Shoppard, Lud
ington,- .Mich.; ' Benjamin' L. Stone,
Danville. Va.: FrediWurst, Dubuque,
3a.; Bugler Howard H. Uleary,
dclphla. Pa.; ' Mechanic Noah C
Prink, Charlotte, Vt.: Cook William
J. Langt Apple ton, Wis.; Privates Ed-lC.' Anderson, Wilbur, Wash.;
Baser, Ogden, t'tah; Earl B,
e

Her-jjna-

EM

n

Ren-.Inm- in

G.
W.

White,

Philadelphia;

Corporals

Ore.; Clifford
l,
Beavers, Greenup III.; Louis M..
Folcraft. Pa,; Charles A. Brad-fielBurns-CityJohn
ind.;
Byrons,
County Waterford. Ireland; Adolph G.
CurnutC Sedalia, Mo.; Jos. T, K.
Milwaukee, Wis.; Cecil W. Fogg,
Hyde- - Park,
Frederick A.
Mass.;
Graser,
Indiana and Polk street.
Harold
K." Jones,
Riverside, Calif.;
Edward J. Klrsch,
Philadelphia;
Boonville, Ind.; Paul Kuhnel. Seymour, Mo,: Thomas Richmond, Philadelphia; John W. Robertson, Brewer,
Morris
I. HobinBon, Santa
Me.;
Barbara. Calif.! Albert L. Shrout,
K.;: Le ' R. Simon,
Barney, la.; Riley B. Bimpson, Cosey.
111.; Arthur
W.. SaUth, Porchester,

leaver, Portland,

Bon-sal-

j

Do-lat- a,

Colonel Grove.'as chief of the subsistence division of the XT. S. quartermasters corps, is responsible for every
meal served to American soldiers in
thiL country ..or In France; Jn six
years he rose from private in the National guard to colonel, Nobody has
complained about the army's food
since he has held the job.
.
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last fall and
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Alirol Joyc appears today
lie in "Tim Ilisfcest Bidder."

at

the

breadth escapades on shipboard, thrilling adventures among masts apd
then sturdy battles against ten
and a do7.cn men, fill every foot of
tho picture which will bo shown for
tho last time today at the Pastime
theater.
yard-arm-

s,

'

W.

Philip

also, re-

ceived some free trial
samples of Chamber-Iain';
Stomach and
Liver Tablets Ha
gave us some of theta
ne
and I wanted my
to try them. He
eaid it would 'do no
Imr MORNIN4 JOURNAL RRCCIAL LRABtO WIRRI
good. His stomach
Washington, Aug. 4. Allied troops
had been troubling
e
in the
salient reaped
him worse than ever.
At last on Friday I
"tho full fruits of victory" on Saturtold him if he would
day, "when the enemy who met his
not take those tablets
second great defeat on the Marne was
I was going to send for
driven in confusion beyond the line
a doctor, and he said
of the Vesle," General Pershing rehe would take them. By Monday he was
ported In his communique for yesterlike another man. The blues were gone1
day received today by the war deno more trouble with his stomach, an
partment. American troops alone have the best part is that the trouble has not
captured 8,400 prisoners and 13:! guns. returned."! - cannot praise Chamber-Iain'- s
"Section A: The full fruits of vicTablets too highly."
,
tory in the counter offensive, begun
n
so gloriously
by
troops on July IS, were reaped today
the course of operations 8,100 pris.
when the enemy who met his second In
oners and 133 guns have been, capgreat defeat on the Marne was driven tured by our men
alone.
in confusion beyond the line of tho
"Feet 1011 H: There Is nothing to reVesle.
section."
"The enemy, in spite of suffering port in this
the severest losses, hns proved Incapable of stemming the onslaught of our Journal Want AdsPayBecauso
t.eop.s lighting for liljcrty side by
side with French, British and Italians. Evervbodv Reads the 'Journal.
s

'cm-ban- d

Alsuc-Marn-

......

I

Young, Montpelicr,
la.; Mechanic Llewellyn R. Decker,
Bangor, Me.; Ora Jackson. Tacoma,
Wash.; Wagoner John I Conant,
Coldwater, Mich.; Privates William
Allerton, New Castle. Pa.; Anthony
Alvaro. Inwood, N. Y.j Maxim Arme-leuKiev, Russia and Walerbury,
Conn.; John I). Beatty, Lincoln, Neb'.;
Rudolph E. F. Berg. Koene, N. H.;
Eugene J. Bigelow, St. Taul, Minn.;
George E. Black, iiincaster, O.I John
Blanton, Crab Orchard, Kv.; George
E. Bonner, Fresno. Calif.; Herbert G.
(Buck, Walpole, Mass.: Frank Buk,
Toledo, p.; Lloyd Burkey, Reading,
Pa.; Edward Bioch. Chicago; Herbert
Cameron,
Brookline,
Mass.;
James J. Campbell, Roxbury, Mass.;
Htefano Cnruano. Pottsvillc, Pa.: Albert E. Clark, LosAngcles; Claude D.
Clark, Greenfield,
Mo.; William V.
Clark-N.
Grlmesland.
C; Frank
Coleman, Tiger, La.; Charles II. Cor-selyeonard-CoultoLancaster, O.;
Morrisville, Pa.; Newkirk Crorkette,
Riverside, Conn.; John W. Derry,
Peterfjburg, 111.; Tom Dogono, Pittsburgh; Victor E. Duncan. Mason. N.
H.; Donald C. Wlnul, Bangor, Me.;
Thornton K. Ell, Carroll, O.; Kim-be- r
B.
Fenstermacher, Schuylkill,
Haven, Pa.; Daniel Gegllttl, Askley,
Pa.; Albert Corman, Kenne, N. H.;
Harry Graham, JerBey City; Glen E.
Grlswald, Courtland, N. Y.: John E.
Hansen, Vaughn, Mont.;
Ralph L.
Woburn,
Hawkings.
Mass.; Dillery
Hcndrlckson, Four Mile, Ky.; William
H. H. Henshall, Taunton, Mass.; John
L. Hinkle, Chalfont, Pa.; Ernest F.
Hunker, Winchester, Conn.; Otto- H.
Jacobson, Britt. Ia.; Tony Jeanette,
Jowett,
Flushing, N. Y.; Norman-RFryeburg, Me.; Carl O. Johnson,
Poineroy, la.; Jefferson W. Kelch-neReadlnrf, Pa.i Carl R. Keller,
Conersville, Ind,; Aloyslua Kmiotek.
New Castle, Pa.; Stephen Kukan, Chi
cago;
Stanley
Labinskt, Owosso,
Mich.; Etnlle Laplante, Watcrville.
Park City,
Me.; Orvillo W. Lcfler,
Utah; Paul L. Leiby, Hamburg, Pa.;
William C. Lorensen, Chicago; William F.
Rivera, Tex.;
Robert
Pittsburgh; Ger-- i
aid A. Mauley, Archbald, Pa.; David
A. Mlddlcton. ChesU?r, Pa.; Daniel p.
Miller, Morristown, Pa.; Joseph Miller,
Clarion, la.; Robert R. Miller. Port
Clinton, Pa.; Lloyd M. Musselrnan,
Pcrkasic, Pa.; Edwin Olander, Brooklyn; Evald Olson, Montevideo, Minn.;
James Parrett, Elmer; Mo.; Lot J.
Pender, Keene, N. II.; Harvey V.
Pierce. Augusta, Me.; Ernest R. Polls,
Lexington, N. C; Albert H, Raah.
A. Raincy,
Tamaqua, Pa.; George
Bascom, o.;.
Pittsburgh;!
Robert L. Reneu, Newport, - Tenn.;
Stefan Robaczynskl, B;rie, Ja.; Frank
Y. Rogers, Cambridge,
Mass.; Michael Rongo, Long Branch, N. J.; Henry
H. Roth, Devils' Lake, N., 1).; John
Vincent Rowan,
Dublin,
Ireland;
Wilmer M. Rowe. Williamstown. Pa.;
Rud-I- ,
Van Norman, Mont ;
Rtl(V)lpb
Edwarii W. Rudolph, Carthage, Mo ;
St.
Jean,
Somerswortb. Pa.;
Paul J,
Paul' Schowsker, Delphi. Ohio; Wil-- :
liam E. Sharp, Jr., 60S Upnon avenue
El Paso, Tex.; PauL Edward Shearer,
Springdale, Pa.; Stanley J. Stevenson
Youngstown, ((Mo; Edgard U Htoud
Tower City, fa.; Isadore Suflron, Detroit; David S. Thomas, Leadville,
Colo.; Raymond
John A. Welcher, Van Wert, Iowa;
Charles A. Wisthoffe Avampo, Calif.;
Raymond W. Wolfe, Iancaster, O.;
Ernest P. Wood, Franklin, Mass.;
Fimon P. Wrwnt, Rural Hall. N. C,
William B. Yates,, Richmond, Ky..
AVoiiniled Slightly. Private George Franklin, Brooklyn.
Wounded, Degree Undetermined.
Lieut. Wilfred Reese Browne, Atlanta, Ga.; Sergt. J. Virgil Buckmas-ter- ,
Stuart, la.: James N. 3aldwell
Iron City, O.; Herman W; Thomscn,
East Peru, la.; Corp. Charles R.
Farragut, la.; Walter T. Flyim,
Shenandoah, la.; Pvts. Jacob Andrei
k,

on
Ralolgh, N. C,
troop trains when passing through
Raleigh refresh themselves from a
Tiot and tiresome journey with shower
baths free of charge. A building containing one hundred shower baths, a
few yards from the railway tracks,
has been; built with funds raised by
popular subscription, at a cost of approximately $7,000.
Governor Bickett several weeks ago
observled that many soldiers
who
stoppd here for exercise and refreshment displayed evidence of suffering
from the intense heat and he appealed
to the citizens of Raleigh to subscribe
to a fund for a bath house. Within
less than a week enough money was
contributed. Besides making cash donations, business houses gave liberally
In material and labor.
In addition to the baths the building contains a large dining room
which is capable of seating two hundred men. Local Red Cross workers
nay they can, within one hour. Riipply
.food to a train of five hundred

tion
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Franco-America-

pATTERNS to be

used for the new
materials make delightful gowns that
the woman who
lives on her war

income canriot resist, but can afford.
All the McCall designs are new and

distinctive.
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"Smiling George" lorded it ail over
everybody and everything in tho picture. He begah by refusing to believe
that life held any further interest for
him. then hp walked into a Mexican
revolutionary plot with both eyes wtdn
open. You see, Georgo thought be
was watching a motion picture company at a thrill performance specially
stased for his exeustve benefit.
When he finally awoke to the fact
that the things going on about him
werij real, he was in a cold, stonewalled dungeon. Then the thrills eon.
tinned.
There was a. beautiful maid in distress just across the corridor. George
knew she was beautiful because he
hud met her and fallen in love with
her on shipboard and she had been
kidnapped with him;
"The Kid Is Clever" Is a miking
AT TIIK PASTI.MK.
comedy drama of tho type for which
If there was one breath of life left George Walsh has made himself fain George Walsh after he finished mous.
maklner his newest William Fox picThe comedy of two reels, entitled,
ture, "Tho Kid Is Clever," the athletic "Hirds or a Feather," will also bo restar can count himself luckv. Hair- - peated today.

pCAMBRAl

BAPAlJM

'

ital relations, is "Old Wives for New,"
Will bn shown for the hist time today
at the "Ii" theater. This is in every
way a superlative motion picture offering; one that cannot fall of its appeal because of the vital theme and
the masterly manner in which it has
been handled. Briefly, it takes up the
lives of a man and woman who marry
young in the heat of youthful passion
and who rule It later when the woman
Incomes slovenly and obese, while the
man gains rather than loses in every
way.
They ae wealthy, hut this cannot
stay the march of events and In the
end.lt results in divorce. Another
woman, really noble in all her ' instincts, 'enters tho life of the man
nurses him back to life when he Is in
jured to the point of death in a railway
accident, and to save whom he takes
up with another woman for whom he
feels no love.
In the end she finds him and compels him to accept her. despite that,
In his desire td save her reputation,
he tries to resist the love that will not
be denied. The lives of others inter
Into the story, which searches the
very souls of the characters involved,
keenly, incisively, and betrays the unrest that gnaws at the heart of American social conditions, liko a worm
at the bud.
The management is repeating today
also the reel of "Weekly Kvcnts See
the World."

Hln-befo-

n

mm

cl

the most remarkable pictures 'of contemporaneous1 American
life, embracing the divorce question
and the mbre intimate phases of mar-

1

MARQUIN

holding.
The cost and gain of the big drive
are being estimated.
There is no
doubt that the Germans lost a largo
number of men, while tho losses of the
allies are considered neglible, especially in prisoners. Aside from the
strategic gains made by the allied armies, the morale of the men has been
wonderfully retnvigorated. At one deit is espot near
timated 1itiH more thun $4,000,000
worth of ammunition and general
stores fell into the hands of the allies, while the volume of supplies destroyed at this same depot is believed
to amount to several times that value.
lOn a hill near one of the American
positions stand two German tanks
only slightly out of order, Reports are
coming In of the discovery of tanks,
automobiles, clothing and food.-

IOUHNAL

tvvo-ic-

"For five years my hnstand goffered
with his stomoch. The medicine he tool:
only gave relief for a while, nothim;
cored,' writes Mrs.
Sarah Baker of Not
tinghill. Mo. "Our
bought
merchantChambesome of

Americans Alone Inflict Heavy
Punishment On Enemy in
Terrific Struggle in the
Aisne-MarSalient, '

Tlii-atc-

Feather."

GUNS TAKEN

j

c

Hushri

Cured Her

BYYANKEE TROOPS

-

-

are

nV MOBNINa

Foch's

Awta.)
London, England.
Hack to the llimlenburg line before
snow flies!
That is the immediate program of
General Foctt ,aml the allied war
council.
Allied military observers now believe that the great allied push which
will drive the Germans to the Rhino
is not contemplated until next spring,
when the military strength of America. France and England will reach
.
its zenith.
Uut in the meantime General Foch
will not give over the Initiative so
successfully adopted in the second
baltlo of the Marne. The allied forces
are now strong emuigh to permit of a
continuous offensive pressure against
tho armies of the Prussian crown
prince and Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria, and it will be kept up until the
Germans are driven to the old
their number will
September

Alsnc-Marn-

(

.

(fly Nctwimper Enterprise

-n

'GEMARCK-

W.
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How She

PRISONERS,

IV1ANY

"H" llicitcr Kepeaiin -- old Wlves
k. n? Mille's
for Now," one 'of
;:ls) a reel of
great.- - productions;
"Weekly Uxonti: See tho WoiUl."
mi u.
("rystttl Opera llims
'
Alici- Joyce
Popular
I.jrlc
will appear as the stir in h VitugMph
five
rrplp. (m.dcd. "The
feature of
Highest' 'Kidder:" also a good comedy
reel.
r
PntiliH?
llcpeatlng "The
Kid Is Clever," with niiiiin (ienrge
Walsh as tfe lending character; also
itho
"Hirds of a
oonudy,

DIXMUDE.
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With the American Army on the
e
Front, Aug. 4 (by. the
Associated Press.) From Rhcima to
Soissons, and far back toward the
Marne, the Americans, French and
British were being concentrated today
for the battle for the Vesle. All th
indications were that the great chaso
of the Oarmans which began on July
18 is nearlng an end.
Beyond the Vesle the enemy han
planted his artillery, and at different
points has challenged the allies td
pursue him. Along the southern bank
!eneral Foch's armies have slowec
down to give an opportunity to thos
outdistanced to catch up.
There was almost no serious offensive until late in the day in front ol
Flsmcs and in other locations, and the
character of the fire indicated the
emplacement of a great number ot
guns. It Is yet regarded probablo that
it is nothing more than a plan to offei
a stiff resistance in order to gain more
time for a wihdrawal at the Aisne.
Estimating Cost to
Near Fismes there are few Oerma:
machine gunners, but no serious resistance is expected. The American
and French guns are in position anil a
great quantity of shells is being hurled
onto the table land which the Germans

i
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Greatest Offensive On Two
Fronts.

Americans, French and British
Troops Are Being Concentrated for Next Big Clash
With Crown Prince's Men,

B

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

TOTHE HINDENBtlRG LINE

CUE-FIGH-

THREE

5, 1918

'

,

Sioux City, la.: WilSeals, Creston, la.; John E.
Council Bluffs, la.; Jake
Thomas),
Vance. Melbu'rn, Mo.; Cussius C.
Worm, Anita, la.
Missing in Action.
MaJ. Harry Brown, San Diego, Cal :
.1. Duke, Jr., Washington;
E.
Liruts.
Krvln David Shaw, Sumter, S. C: Alfred it. Strong, Sioux City, la.; C II.
Tichener, isle of Pines, West indies;
Rowan H. Tucker, 114 East Tucker
street, Fort Worth, Tex.; Corp. Pocy
HolVorson, Ncenah, Wis.; Pvts. Thos.
McKee, Moneseen, Pa.; Kazemiersz
1'isiel. Terry ville, Conn.: Everett W.
Singer, Elwood, Ind.; William F.
Utica, N. Y.; Harry R. West,
Seattle.

.

..

,

vid W. Seurlock,

liam

.1.

McCALL

PATTERNS
for August
I

Sza-bla-

THE MARINE CORPS.
Washington, Aug. 4. Marino corps
casualties made public today were;
Killed in notion, 1; severely wound; total, 2.
ed in action,
The list:
Killed in Action.
Private Dan A. Lockhart, Walls-burUtah.
Wounded in Action.
Private Reuben Tousley, Cleveland,

SIR.1
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NOW ON
SALE '

,

1

Ohio.

Ahy,

Phone 283

313-31-

West Central

i'Uncle

A Baby Ho

Baby

5

r,

.

John-Rapp-

,

Upton.-Philadelph- ia;

x

"

-

-

'
.

'

Three babies to be proud of
and they're all "related." Here's how: A home
is healthier. So the
that's regularly "Hoover-ed- "
Suction
Sweeper helps keep the
Baby Hoover Electric
baby well. And the savings on doctor and cleaning
bills as a result of using the Hoover help buy War
Saving Stamps.
'

'

t

That's a fair question. For It certainDo we call It the "Baby" Hoover because It picks up everything?
But so do all four
ly does pick up all tho threads, hairs. Hut, pins, matches and buttons in a twinkling.
sizes of Tho Hoover. No, this model was named the "Baby" becauso it is the smallest of the Hoover
quartet.

P.ur-dic-

o;hek, Wcsf Park, la.; Ralph. Burrows, Vinton, la.;. Samuel Decker
Cokeburg, Pa.; James J. Edwards,
Waynesville. N. C; Joe "T. Farrell,
Dill, Okla.; Frank Flaherty, Anamosa,
la.; William L, Flck, Pineonning,
Mich.: Ernest F, Groth, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Frank P. Hancock, Dubuque, la,; Will B. Harper, Blanchard,
la.; Lyle T. Head, Greenfield,' la.;
Edward J. Herrle. Oshkosh, la.; Edward Holverson, Decorah, la.; Julian
.Jarcszek, Cleveland,' O.i James Rasper Cedar Rapids, la.; John C. Kent,
Madison, Mo.; Joseph A.' Leak, Sevler-villTenn:; John C. Jjoasin, Forest
k
Ifarsh, Bloomingten,
Park,
111.; Bert K, feUlcgrd, CUicago; Ia- .

e,

III.;-Jac-

Besides Its "pickng up," The Hoover patented
g
Brush revolved at high speed
by the motor beats out embedded grit from
g
grit
carpeting. The removal of this
saves the cost of new floor coverings.
All disis
dirt
dustlessly withdrawn by powerful
lodged
suction Into the Hoover's dust-tigbag.
The Hoover enables you or the help to clean In
Beatng-Kweepln-

ht

the time.
There's ,a savings. The
noiw
Hoover saves the cost of new
he
worth about four Thrift Stamps ' apiece,
Hoover saves you the cost of having your rugs
and carpets cleaned every so often,. The Hoover
promotes family health and saves 'medicine bills.
Learn how much better 'It is to clean with a
Hooveri Let us demonstrate.' Convenient terms
.
,
it jyou wish.
nne-four-

corh-broom- s,

;

Albiiquerque Gas & Electric Co.
Phone 98

.

Gas and Electric Building

-
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through difficult and exacting times
ThcS3 times are
and cruel hours.
coming, and the only question is
whether we can stand them.
When the defection of Russia came
about, when nidi who believcjl that
it was only necessary to will peace in
ord' r l impose it. upon the German
emperor had given up their country
(unwillingly.
prefer to think) to the
invasion of the enemy, who could believe then that a million German soldiers who had become available would
not turn against us? This and more
is what happened.
For four years our effectives have
been wearing themselves
on!, our
front was held by a lino of soldiers
which Was becoming
thinner, and
thinner, with our allies, who hail suffered enormous losses, and now arrives a fresh mass of German divisions
in good condition.
Is there anyone
who dors not realize that under the
wave our
of
tremendous
thii
weight
lines had to give way at some points'.'
The extent of thuir recoil became
great and dangerous.
One Against Five.
I say nothing more and there Is
nothing in that to shake the confidence which we should have in our
soldiers.
Today these men are engaged in the buttle. Our men fought
one
One of the surprises of tho season
against five, without sleep for
Archdale colt three or four days together.
may be the
These great soldiers have good
Wikl Wjkl.
This youngster has no mark and leaders who arc worthy of them in
have seen these leaders
has not started in a race, but it is gos- evety way.and I some
of them struck me
at work,
sip among tho Grand circuit railblrds with
admiration.
that saying that
that he has been several miles under there are nowhere Ismistakes?
1 can2.10 in trials,
not maintain that.
My business is precisely to discover
these mistakes and to punish them,
and in. this, 1 am supported by twe
great soldiers named Foch and Petain.
OF
General Foch enjoys to such a degree
the confidence of the allies that yesterday they wished that their unanimous confidence in him should be
ILL-LAI- D
PLAN
expressed in the communique.
Hardest Battle of the War.
.
These men aro at this moment
fighting tho hardest battle of the war
with a heroism which I can find no
words to express. It is my duty as
LI
YS
leader of these, men to punish them
if they have not dono their duty, but
also to protect them if they are un-

STANUNG OF THE TEAMS

LUTE RALLIES

'

JOUHL

FBC:k LfcASSD

fp

Ijamar, If
Pratt. 2)

3b

Baker,

Hiatt,

.

-

i

JFournier, 1b
FerkinpaiiBh, ss
Caldwell, xx
Ward, ss

Walters,
Ftnneran.

c

. .

1

1

......

Total.-- )

out

tine
scored.
xx
Batted
sixth.

0

1

2

10
3
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.

.35

6

9x25 11

when

for

1

Judge, lb
Milan, cf
Srhulte. rf
I

0
1

ji v n

HH

1

Pemmitt, rf

Nunamakcr,

1

2

4'1
4
0

2

0
0

0

0
5
0
0
0
0

4

c

....

2
1

1

1

oj

1

1

2

0

0

I'
01

2

."

I

0
0
0

4

1

0

1

7

2

0
0
0

8
5
8

1

0

3
2

1

1

2
2

7

1

:i

64

when

....

0
0
0

1

6
8

In Bush, fs

2
3

13

8

1

1

6

13x52

.'
.'

0
11

7

2

3

6
8
8
7

1

19

1

2

3
3

4

13
(I
0
0
0

4
4

64
Totals
Score by Innings:
Washington

7

11 54

......

'

0

K

.1

22

3

6

Two-baseh- it

1

1

1

2.

1

By

1

1

teen local labor unions were represented. From all Indications the celebration will rival any yet given in
Albuquerque In the number participating and in tho many features of
Interest and entertainment.
The local Red Cross rhapter hus
been invited to participate in the celebration aR have all merchants of the
city. Boys who are sons of union men
will form an important unit of the
huge parade which is planned. Colonel D. K. B. Sellers has offered to
automobiles for those who desire
to participate in the parade and who
will be unable to walk tho distance.
Prizes for various events will consist
of Thrift Stamps.
One of the features of the
will be a baseball
gamo
which is yet to be arranged. Those In
charge of the game are Mose Ohuvez
and It. W. Lynch. Tho afternoon ses
sion will be held In Huning park. It
Is planned that the park will be opened to the public for a basket dinner.
Employes of Albright and Anderson
already have arranged to hold a big
basket dinne t the park. A dance will
bo held at nigjit In the Masonic temt
ple,
The committees which will have
charge of the day's events were discussed yesterday and chairman elected for each. The chairmen are as
follows:
Parade, Frank Fritz; dance, Tt. L.
McNeill; park, M. W. Llnthieum;
amusements. William F. Walker;
press. Edward Torrey: music, Frank
Martin C.
entertainment,
Lowe;
Griego; baseball game. Moso Chavez
and It. W. Lynch.
fat-nis-

emter-tainme-

1

4

1411

1110

.....

1

i

....
..2

10

.

02
13

Eni-inan-

.'

......

e.

le

0--

,

two-ban-

DKUSILOFF

in a
luff, has been a mile in 2. In
race this year and was
fully extended In making this tunc.
Princess Ktewah hm. another promof the year. She
ising
finished at Brusiloff's
snlkey in his
fast heats at Toledo and has worked
a mile in 2.09

ul

Anvil-Dudi-

naval reserve force, which branch ot
the service offers full naval service
with tho privilege of risigning in time
of peace. Bakers, cooks, machinists,
electricians,
carpenters, blacksmiths,
coppersmiths, boilurmakers and other
mechanics are offered some excellent
positions in the navy at their trades.
Negroes are wanted for the. mcssuiur.

..init of- -

img.
that I'litpiclnlo
nprehy ivi-Mnrqnrx, of llHriui ft. M., wlm, oil
"t. t --'. made Itomi-liu-ilientry N,. (U72BO.
fur NKI-4- . s4i-i(i, Tuwimlilp
Itling'
M. p. MrrliliHii,
litis fllril nntk-ef
r
Intention to mk
nv
Hiuiieati'oit
H'lnnl
rvnuf.'to tsiuhllsh linlm in tlio hind
ahc,v
descrll.eit. hnf-nWilliam I'. Ken-ipd- y,
U. S.
m
N,
on
s, pi. 3, t'Jls.
Jt.,
Claimant namfi an
M ; Anof Mmnucz
M.
I'ivi Mnrrpu-xion!'! jHlumillii. of Hlilo. N. M ; M ini irln
Itonvro. of San Mauci. X. M : I'eriuitU
Salaiiar, of lill'O, K. M
FRANCISCO DKI.OMV),
M.,

juiy

it,

RmK Inter

notick rn

ofithc
at Santa Ke.

rrrir.ctWTiON

lnti-i,r- .

6. Land
I r,
l:ns.

V.

N. M., .Inly

3,

inn.

Clnlmort names

of Orren. N. M : Patricio
Oonzalos. of Seboyeta. N. M : Samuel flat,
eta. of Sehoyeta, N. M. i Ulr.nl lo Marques,
of Beboyeta, N M.
V. P. ItarilnKton.

FRANOTUCO

NAVY PARTY MAKING
TOUR OF NEW MEXICO
ON RECRUITING DUTY
Acting under orders of Capt. Robert L. Russell, United States navy, the
traveling enrolling party of the
Twelfth naval district is making an
extended tour of New Mexico for the
purpose of obtaining recruits for tho
navy.
Tho traveling party will make its
first stop at Denting, remaining there
northone week and then
ward through the state. This detachment of recruiters travels in two high
powered motor cars, carrying a full
staff for the complete physical and
professional examination and oath of
allegiance, the entire enrollment being compji'ted In the recruit's home
town.
Tho traveling party also carries with
it an excellent navy publicity act
which has been shown In all the leading theaters In the states of Califor
nia and Nevada. Tho publicity act
shows two excellent reels of navy mo
tion pictures, featuring tho latest
scents from the English channel,
showing our dreadnaughts and destroyers at work against kaiseristn.
These pictures are accompanied
by
an Intelligent Explanatory lecturo by
Chief Yeoman Howard N. Smtih. Bunavy
gler Felix Preeg entertains with
bugle calls. Ensign Harvey Li Miller
concludes the publicity act with a
stirring patriotic lecture on our navy,
its history, tradition, present mods
and its Work In the present conflict.
This act will be shown in the leading
theaters of this state and men Inter
ested In our sea service should not
t1 . i
f
miss It. .
The traveling party is In search of
untrained men between the ages of
18 and 40 for the deck, fire room and
engine room branches of the navy.
The enrollment Is in the United States
,

t Wallace Messclden
t General Contractor

t

We are In a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM Id
tills vicinity.
Office With

I
i

I

The Superior Lum-- I
ber & Mill Co. .

;

PHPHIfi

I

4

877

4

for Signs I

I Hudson

o

Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames t

I

Fourth

BU

and

Copper

Ae.

RETREAT PART

branch.

Plans for a big celebration in Albuquerque Iabor Day, September 2,
were tentatively perfected at a meeting yesterday morning at which fif-

1

....

--

interior decorators,
Carpenters,
fnsco workers, smn painters, sheet
metal workers, coppersmiths, welders,
cabinet makers, etc., aro urgently
needed for ground Wwrk ill the mivai
...
flying corps.
An men within tie draft age who
to
desire
enter the rytval service must
present their releases from their
boards when they apply.
For further information address Ensign Harvey L, Miller, officer in
K'hargv, traveling enrolling and publicity party, Twelfth naval district,
Deming, N. ii.
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DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

rhone 44.

West Gold.

22b

it through the classified
columns of The Journal.
attacked.
German Commander .Doesn't justly
The army is better than anythins
nr atiio.U Artri fiertHin.
wo could have
from it and
Admit Defeat in Statement when I speak ofexpected
the army I speak ot

.

000 002 022 000 000 000
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CITY ON SEPT; 2

Detroit .003 000 300 000 000 001 7
(I
1
0
0i
hits Schulte,
Summary: Two-bas- e
Johnson, zs
hits
Spencer, Milan, Cobb. Three-bas- e
7
12
27
36
Totals
Veach, Shotton. Stolen hases It.
in
ninth.
z Batted for Lelfield
Jones, Veach, Shanks. Double plays
Ban for Severeid in ninth.
.InhiiHnn and Iivan: Bush. Young and
jiz
300 001 200- New York
Kavanagh. Bases on balls Off John
001 300 003- fit. Louis
son 8; off C. Jones 4; off Uauss
Baker, struck out
Summary:
Johnson 5; C. Jones
Three-bas- e
hits Gilhooley, Maisel.j2; jjhubs 6. Innings pitched
C.
Sac
Austin.
Stolen bases Fournier,
8; Dauss 10.
rifice hits Keating (2). Doublo plays Joneg
Gilhooley, Peckinpaugh, Pratt. BasCliM'Jlgo Tr'l; Philadelphia
es on ballsOff Keating (2): off Gal4.
Chicago won both
Chicago Alii.'.
lia 2. Innings pitched By Finneran
dWubft'-headfrom Phila3
bv Gallia 6
by Keating 3 games of a
7 to 6 and 3 to 2, the
by Mogridge 2 delphia today,
by Lelfield 2
ten
innings. 'Score,
Struck out By Keating 2, by latter game going
Mogridge 1, by Gallia 2, by Leifield 3. first game: Pit
lnMpliia,
R. H. K
Score
Second gsme:
AB. It. II. PO. A. B.
100 002 000 3 7 1
New York
0
0
9
Kopp. If . .
020 000 30x 5
St. Louis
1
0
0
Batterien: Caldwell and Hannah; Acosta, rf .
1
0
2
2
Walker, cf
Rogers and Severeid, Nunamakcr.
0
0
3
0
Burns, lb .
1
0
0
0
Gardner, 3b
Bohtion
Cleveland
1
0
2
.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 4.r-breaking MoAvoy,2b c . .
1
3
0
0
even vlth Boston today Cleveland Dykes,
2
0
0
ss
'.
Dugan,
out
of
four.
the
series
of
took three
3
2
0
.
Boston won the flint game 2 to 1 in Adams, p ,
twelve innings and the locals the sec36 6 11 24 11 2
Totals . .
ond 2 to 0, in six innings, (t being
t'luVago.
stopped by rain. Scores:
AB. It. H. PO. A. K.
Boston.
2
0
0
3
Good, cf
K.
AB. R. H. PO. A.
1
1
0
0
0
Lei bold, If
1
3
0
6
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
Hooper- if
Murphy, rf
4
5
0
0
I
2b
4
1
0
0
f
Shcan,
IS. Collins, 2b. . .
1
1
1
4
0
6
1
1
0
11
cf
0
Strunk,
lb
Gandil.
1
2
0
0 J.
4
1
0
3
0
0
0
Ituth, p
Collins, rf, If
2 17
2
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
Mclntlis, lb
ss
Hisberg,
1
5
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
Whlteman, If
McMullin, jib .
6
'7 0 Schalk. c
4
3
0
0
2
Scott, ss
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
Cochran, 3b
Mitchell, p
0
1
2
0 0
5
0
3
0 Devormer, z , . .
Mayer, c ,
0 0 0 0
Danforth, p . . .
0
2
2
8 36 17
43
Totals
Weaver, zz
0
0
0
Cleveland.
Shellenback, p ,
AB. It. It. PO. A. K.
I
7 12 27 12
1
U
.
0
5
Totals
0
0
Graney, If
z
1
0
0
3
6
5
Hatted for Alitcnen in severun
Chapman, ss
Z7.
7
5
Batted for Danforth in eighth.
0
0
0
0
Speaker, cf
101 000 3100
1
4
3
0 Philadelphia
0
0
Roth, rf
000 1 10 23x 7
1
4
2
0
0
0
Chicago
Wood, 2b
Two-bas- e
hits Burns,
1
1
6
2
Summary:
0
0
Johnston, lb
Stolen
Home run Walker.
2
0 0 1 1 0 Good.
EvariB, 3b
Schalk
bases
Good,
1
1
Dykes, RlsbeVg,
U
0
0
Turner, 3b"
to
"Weaver.
Double
Gardner
1
1
play
0
0
3
0
Holt, lb
1
1
4
0 Dykes to Burns; E. Collins to Gandil:
8
0
O'Neill, c
Kisberg to K. Collins to Gondii. Bases
1
1
2
0
0
0
Morton, p
on balls Off Mitchell 2, off Adams 1.
1
0
0
0
Enimanii. jj
0,0
Struck out By Mitchell 8 by Dan1
1
0
0
rBescher
forth
Innings pitched By Mitchell
1
0
0
0
0
.
zzFarmer,
7, by Danforth I. by Shellenback 1.
It. H. E.
Score Second game:
39 1 t 36 12 3
Totals
7
2
Philadelphia 200 000 000
In
tho
Batted
for
Turner
eighth,
000
U 0
i
Chicago .. ..101 000
zz Batted for Morton jn eighth.
Score by Innings:
100 000 000 0012 LIBERTY CHORUS PROVES
Boston
000 000 010 0001
Cleveland .
POPULAR FEATURE HERE
hit Strunk.
Summary: Two-bas- e
Stolen hases Cochran. Double play
n
The second community sing of the
Jtoth and Holt. Bases on DalU 2
1. Struck out
Ituth 2; Mor- Liberty chorus was held last night In
ton 3: Innings pitched Morton 8; connection with the fre municipal
band concert in Robinson park and
Knzmann 4.
rroved to the entire satisfaction of
Second game:
in charge that tho feature' is
those
Boston
...000 0000 4 0
000 0022 7 y exceedingly popular with the pub-liCleveland"
The park was almost entirely
(Called on account of rain.)
filled and the larger per cent of those
Batteries: Bush and Agnew;
present joined In the singing.
and O'Neill.
"Amerlcrf," "The
Star Rpsneled
Banner," "Over There" and the "MarIHttroit
Washington
were sun: by the assents
seillaise
e
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 4. A
In a manner which proved the
hit by Cobb, following Bush's glngjo blage
spirit of the audience.'
and M.. Jones' sacrifice gave Detroit patriotic
The Liberty chorus probably will
an eighteen inning T to 6 victory over sing again tonight at the patriotic
Washington In the second game. rally to be held in Rabinson park.
1

1

OE OBSERVED

inn

itj. A.

5
6
l

LABOR DAY WIL L

2

1!)

winning

IHjtrolt.
AB. It. II

run

112

Hendrix. rf
Smith, cf
Gedeon, 2b
Austin, ss

...

Totals
x One out
scored.

0

winning

.43
.433
.413

4

'A.N

Ainsmith, c
Johnson, p

3

Pcckinpaugh

57
55
61

43

ji Shank. 2b

1

0
0
0

44

42

It. Jones, 3b
Cobb, cf
St. lHliS.
AH. It. H. PO. A. E. Veach, If
1
Kafanagli, lb
0
3
2
4
rf
4
(i Harper,
4
0
4
1
2 12
0, Young, 2b
c
1
0
0
1
1
3
Spencer,
1
1
0 C. Junt a, p
0
0
0
0 Dauss, j.
1
0
4
0
0

Tobin, If
Mnisel, 3b
Sisler. lb

Onllia.p
Lelfield, p
Severeid. z

0

1

Keatinir, p
Mogridge, p
x

2

1

......

p

1

4
2

3

u

2
0

.

d

St. Louis, Aug. 4. St. Louis came
from hehlnd in the late innings of both
games today and twice heat New York.
Scores were 7 to 6 mid 5 to 3. Score,
first game:
New York.
AB. Ft. H. TO. A. E
1
5
0
3
2
flilhnnlKV i t
5
4
4
3

M

.

nd

MOttMKf

4t

.Bfiti

(By Paul I'lii'iiuui.)
LKUJli:.
l'CW years have given the irotliiiE;
V.
L.
IVt. game the fine array
ot
youngsters
61
42
.5!I2
r.oslon
which are gracing Ihc tirand circuit
44
58
.56!i
Cleveland
tracks thiH vein-55 45
Washington
.550, The
events on the big
4K
4'J
New York '
.4 95
48 50
.490 ring so rar nave snown some evidence
Chicago
of
extreme
speed by the younger trot4.5
St. Louis
53
.459
44
56
Detroit
.440 ters and some of the
.375 classics have produced some your.g- ...36 60
Philadelphia
stors who should be among record
breakers in the next year or so.
won
7
to
One of the most sensational perthe first game
Washington
0. Scores:
formers of the year is tho Peler the
First game:
Great colt, Brusiloff, which recently
Score:
i It. If. E.
won in straight heats at Toledo In
11
0 2.12
Washington ...105 010 000-1- -7
and 2. OS
the latter mile
7
3
000 000 0000
Detroit
one of the fastest second heats ever
Batteries: Ayeis
in a race,
and Ainsmith; trotted by a
Kaliio, Hall and Stanage.
and the fastest
mark of
the year.
Washington.
stable-mat- e
a
of Brusi- Periscope,
AB. It. H. PO A. K.
1
7
111 0 1
Shotton, If
1
1
0
3
0
Foster, 3b

Browns Score 3 Runs in Last
Inning of First Game and
Win by Score of 7 to 6; Sec-"oGame Is 5 to 3.
mt

43

.S22
.60 5
.457

G'J

AMI-U-

.,

1

I'll.

33
41
51
51

til!
4S

New York
Philadelphia
t'lieinimti
St. Louis
Boston
Brooklyn

.

01

ytion u, i,K.(.n:,
L.
W.

Ptttshinch

2 FHOM. MEW YORK

ATiox.

inriT,.,r, u. s.
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Notice is lifli-hgiven that liittcvaa rj.
Chaves, of Kehoeta, N. M., who, on (let. 4,
No. 017.H0, for
IB12.
made H'.mistiuil.
(Prime Minister of France.)
28. Township
When 1 accepted the premiership 1 SN. Range 3V, IS". M. t"
Ilai filed
knew that I was called upon to bear notice of intention to make five year Proof,
burden
of
the
the most critical. period in establish claim to the land ahnve deof the war. ' I have told you from the scribed, before Wm. C. Kennedy, tt. S.
outset that we should pass together
at Sehoyela. N. M., on the Sept.

j

VULCANIZING

ST. LOUIS TAKES'

N

Prime Minister of France Reviews Accomplishments of
Men Who Have Kept the
Hungry Wolves From Paris,

does
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Amsterdam, Aug. 4. "The enemy
RALLY
evaded us on July 15, and we there
upon as early as the evening of the sixWILL BE H'ELD TO
It is
teenth, broke off operations.
We have yielded
ground, much
our endavor to stop an under- more
CELEBRATE VICTORY always
ground than we should have
is
not
as
soon
as
the
stake
taking
There are men who have
wortli tho cost. I consider it one of wished.
for this retreat with their lives.
tt)
spare the paid
iny principal duties
Following the announcement
I
know
some
who have accomplished
blood and strength of our soldiers.
at the municipal band iniiceii
acts of heroism like these Bretons who
General Ludcndnrff, first quarterlast night of the groat American
master general of the German army. were surrounded In a. wood all night
th'tory 0er the (iei'iiniii forces,
and who next day found means oi
ir ido this statement to an assemblage
the suggestion was made t the
of German newspaper correspondents sending y carrisr pigeon a message
Journal at a liste hour last night
to say: "You may come and find
who were received by Field Marshal
that tonight would be tin oppor.
us. Wo shall hold out for half a day
von llindenburg- - nnd
himself,
(une lime for patriotic eelebra-tio- n
to dispatches received here. yet."
of the Hun defeat at AmerThese men make the fatherland,
Referring to General Foch, Ludon-doiican hands. Numerous requests)
they continue It and prolong It, that
continued:
were received for n "ls ,!;:
to
fatherland
cut
"His plan was undoubtedly
without which no fatheroff the entire are of our front south land is possible. They die for an ideal,
tonight.
As a result of these requests a
Aisne by a break through on for a history which is tho foremost
Journal representative interviewthe flank. But with the proved lead- among all the histories of civilized
ed hairniaii C. F, Wude of the
ership of our seventh and ninth arm- peoples.
Be calm, confident and determined
ies that was quite impossible.
city commission, who heartily
"We reckoned with an attack on to hold on to the end In this hard batsanctioned (he holding of it
July 18 and were prepared for it. The tle. The victory Is to you, because the
Other
rally
tonight.
enemy experienced very heavy losses Germans, who are not so intelligent
commissioners were not reached
and the Americans and African' auxilas we are told, huvo only one method
last night.
iary troops, which ye do not underRabbi Moise Bergman
namely, to throw their whole weight
was
suffered
estimate,
Into the venture and to push it to the
severely.
chosen to act as chairman for
alwe
of
the
afternoon
l!)th
the
end.
"By
the rally and agreed, Inst night
We saw them on the Yser, at Verready were fully masters of the situ(i serve in thivt eniiiictly.
ation and shall remain so. We left dun, near Amions near Dunkirk and
The rally will ln held in
the abandoned ground to tho enemy Calais, and then in Champagne. They
Inson park at 8 o'eliK'k. Fred If.
'Gain of broke our lines, but did you think
according to our plan.
Kllis.
bandmaster.
announced
ground', and 'Marne' are only catch that you were going to make a war
'hat his municipal hand will fur-is- h
words without Importance for tht Isin which you would never retreat?
the music for the occasion.
sue of the war. Wo are now, as be- Tho
only thing that matters Is final
Scleral prominent speakers will
confident."
fore,
success.
deliver addresses upon war topYon Hindenburg bilked on how
You have beforo you a government
ics ami. will explain the Amerl-a- n
economically German troops had been whic h, as it told you, did not enter
used. He said:
victories nnd the prospects
Into
power ever to accept surrender.
"This circumstance and supply confo" Germany's complete downJong as we are here the fatherland
siderations decided our measures and Ho
fall.
will be defended to tho death, and no
we transferred the fighting to favorIt is probable that the Marty
will be spared to obtain success
able ground where the troops easily force
Chorus, for community singing
will neA'er yield. That Is the word
could be supplied. We all want peace, We
will again sing tonight, Jt has
of command of our government. We
but it must ba peace with honor."
lieon requested that every crsoii
will never yield at any moment.
who can obtain a small AmeriThe Germans once more are stakralHORSE
RESTORED
TO
can Tlag shall carry It at the
ing everything on a coup which is A Wonderful
Opportunity
a
fins
meant to frighten us, so that we may
ly or If miiible to obtain
To Let Uncle Sam Win
U, S. ARMY CAPTAIN abandon the
shall wear the national colors in
struggle. For what was
some wnv.
,
their great effort made In the Yser in The War And At The Same
Xo
'
MOWNIN
1914? In order to smash Calais, to
will lie taken
JOURNAL RPtOIA,. LIASflD Wlftll
Time Get Rid Of Odds
the sole object hning n
separate tin from the British, and to
Marfa, Tex., Aug. 4. Coloriel
And Ends Of Old
cclchrtitlori of the defeat
Sanchez, a Villa follower, this compel tho latter to renounce the
of the Gorman army.
Silver And Gold Which '
morning returned to Captain Kloep-fe- r, struggle. Why did they begin again,
1'. S. A., a horse stolen from an. and why have they once more begun
4
You Can Exchange For
again? In order to obtain this effect
American rancher last April.
terror.
of
The Villa officer reported a fight
DONA ANA COUNTY
The effectives of the belligerent?
between Villa and Mexican federal
forces
which took place yesterday are being exhausted, thoHe of the GerUSES HOME-GROW- N
as well as our
mans
but meanmorning at 3 o'clock at Vado de while the Americans own.,
are coming to
The
Tex.
San
Pledra,
HEAVILY
Jose,
opposite
PRODUCTS
a
in
hand
the
play
deciding game.
Villa forces attacked a detachment of
and
Pnco more, the events in Russia gave
n eighty federal soldiers under Captain our enemies a million additional men
ro Am:.. Miinlv h ooened
Mendozu, The federals broke firing on tho Franco-Britis- h
n
front, but Wf
enmnalgn for the use of
as they ran, but wounded none of
products nnd special efforts are being Sanchez's men. Seven of the federals allies who represent the foremost nations
of
the
n
who have
and
world,
made to use
vegetables, were killed and eleven made prisonn
pledged themselves to continue the
fruits nnd other products as ft
e
er.
were
Forty-fivhorses
captured,
war until the attainment ot the sue
measure, according to Lvt-to- n
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
one turned over to Capcess which we hold within our grasj
R. Twvlor, food administrator for including the
said he re- if w
tain
Sanchez
Kloepfer.
put forth the necessary energy. Wright Trading Post 4th
that county, who spent last Saturday leased his prisoners last night. A num.
The
of France have accom
in Albuquerque on food administraand Gold has been placed in
bef of tho federal soldiers have cross- plished people
its task, and those who have
tion work.
and
Jose
at
Grande
San
Rio
ed
the
charge of this by the War
fallen have not fallen In vain; since
"We want tx lessen the amount
are being cared for by the American they have made French history great. Savings Committee and will
shipped from other poTnts nnd conH remains for tho living to complete
serve on transportation." Taylor said. cavalry on duty there.
return to you the full value
work of the dead."
"Our farmers ar more prosperous
with the magnificent
the
kitchen
Make
of
the articles in stamps.
glow
range
Bureau,
the
News
International
(By
than ever IWnre. Herman Bluher,
Sngarito Coal. It , Is Inc., Boston, Mass.)
of Albuquerque, has just sold Iieat lV using and
v j
coal
less
Vsc
hot.
20.00lt wheat crop.; From present quick burning
get hot results.
indications the cantaloupe rron will nnd
Glbson-Fnlitimlier Co, Phono 333.
vinld from $200 to S500 an acre and
cron
Mds fair to exceed Rny past
The pear crop is excellent and a train
THE WM. FARft COMPANY
load of peni s will be .shinned to
ApiKox!fnatW M00, 000 will Wholesale '. and Retat? Dealer
ti
be nald our farmers for hogs."
AND SALT MEATS
Mr. Taylor said he is anxious that , FRESJISanaa
g ft Special
the food administration will .assist In
f!y
48 WORTH FIRST STREET
Cattle anaVtogi the Bnllnj
ordaining sufficient mx&r to Save the ForMarket
Priced Are' Paid
fruit crop of the Mosilla valley.
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For Gold and Silver

colh-ctlo-
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War Savings
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Thrift Stamps
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rank and whatever grade they may be.
But that is not enough.
The met
must have faith and must dio foi Pttlnt,, Oils, Glass, Malthold Rooflnf
their ideal if they wish to give us vicand Building Paper.
tory. Their leaders also have come
LUMBER
from their ranks. Like them they 1. C. BALDRIDGE
eomo back covered
with
wounds,
COMPANY J
when they do not remain like them
on the field of battle.

pease People at Home,
1BV

who compose

Ceil

,

w

LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Albuquerque Lumber Company

Claude Kitchin Tells How Uncle
Sam Expects to Raise 8 Billion
Dollars to Help Prosecute War
America's

One-Ye-

outlined by House

A

Kitc-hii- i
In
Soo'y. McAdoo

laws....

New taxes to be levied
Total taxes (federal)

t'rollts, iiuoints
Other sources

.

$ti. ooo. ooo, ooo

.$2,000,000,000

y;r.

Bond lssuea during

the aioompitnyiii!; nrl

leader

Year's expenses, estimated by
Taxes under existing federal

SENTIMENTAL
B

War Tax Program

ar

4.01)0.000.

4.000,000.000

$

8,000,000,000

.

.

California

,$M. 000, 000, 000

Dupl-
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The law creating the state cattle
protection board was passed in May,
1917. and since January 1. 19 IS, h'lf
given much time to eliminating duplication of brands. Cowboy detectives
unknown to ranchers in various parts

RED CROSS HELPS
QUARTER MILLION
IN BIG OFFENSIVE

profit-makin-

g.

not be paralyzed
by lack of funds
The taxpayer, however big be he. can
be sure that the committee and congress will not adopt in the making of
a tax bill any such theory as taking
for the government all income in
'unouiB petjpods jtut? jo ssaa
being agitated by quite a respectable
few.
A comparison
of the income tax
returns of corporations and Individuals for the years 1914 the year the
war began 1916 and 1917 and the
prodigloim increase of Incomes in 1917
over those of 1914 furnish us a sure
starting point in the income and excess profits tax program.
Corporate
net Incomes for the year 1914 amounted to $3,940,000,000; Individual net
Income amounted to $4,000,000,000, a
total Income of $7,940,000,(100.
In 1916 corporate net incomes
amounted to $8,765,900,000; individual net incomes amounted to
a total ot $15,065,900,000.
This shows aru increase of 1916 over
1914 In corporate Incomes of
and in individual incomes of
$2,300,000,000, or an increase In
both of $7,125,900,000. While for the
ex-M-

0,

$4,825,-HOO.00-

0,

stored here."
The sign bears a hand pointing to

FOR HUNDREDS1

WMHCI TO MoftNlN JOURNAL,
N. M., Aug. I. Prepthe round up which will

city in the hills will hardly know itself. Thousands of visitors from all
expected.
parts of the southwest
All available hotel room and quarters
in, private residences have been requisitioned for tho accommodation of
the crowds.
A professional decorator has been
engaged by the city council to dress
the town up in gain attire. A carnival
company is expectcil to lie here and
will run unumbor of tent shows and

Looted

Is

ols

of Everything Worth While;
Every House Had Been Shelled or Dynamited,
lVMOHNIN, JOURNAL VPCCIAL LIAStO WlRI

With the American Army on the
Front, Aug. 4 (by the
Associated Press,) Before evacuating
Saponay, the Germans endeavored in
vain to remove locomotives and rail
way cars. The French and American
Aisne-Marn-

o

heavy guns previously had severed the

other amusements.
rcailway running north front Saponay
The Queen contest is growing more and the Germans were unable to make
spirited as the time for theOnefinal repairs, owing to tho continued shellof
counting of votes approaches.
ing.
the contestants, Miss Margaret
led
times
several
tho
.Saponay and tho district extending
has
who
form an importo
list lias presented her withdrawal
railway cutter, of which the Gerthis week. The contest now. jn the tant
the allied guns
mans
uso
until
made
general opinion, Is between Mrs. cut tho line. When the French entered
Hitchcock, Miss Gladys Stuppl and
Friday, they found two loMiss Prlscilla Luna, all of whom have Saponoy onwhich
the Germans had at
comotives
constrong forces to back them.theThewinner
tempted to destroy when they discov
test will close Friday and
ered that the railroad had been sevwill be queen of the round up on Satered, and the railroad yards also had
of
the
queen
Paso
Day",
"Kl
urday,
lieen damaged by German explosives.
and
night
Hall,
Saturday
Cowboy
Friday was the first, day
Augthe
up
round
of
Sunday,
queen
was not under the German
ust 11, ' Albuquerque Day."
since tho Germans evacuate-eThe round up association has been artillery
the village. Tho French and Ameria contributor to war charities and pacans
had started to restore
triotic movements and it is expected tho already
village. A group of
a large amount will be collcctd here American engineers
worked with the
purposes.
these
this week for
French
repairing the roads and
streets.
Saxon I'rinoc to Wed.
Previous to evacuating
4.
to
the Germans virtually de
According
Amsterdam, Aug.
tho
engageNachrlchten.
Dre.sdner
the
stroyed everything which could be
ment was announced recently of the mado use of, including mirrors, beds
Crown Prince George of s ixony to the and furniture. There was not a single
Duchess Maria Amelia of Wurttem-herg- . house which had not been shelled or
daughter of Duko Albrecht of dynamited. Practically the only things
intact are the weather cock on the
Wurttemberg.
Mac-lare-

The department of
Paris, Aug.
civil affairs of the American Hod
Cross has, Just issued its report for
the past month. It shows that it em-- ;
ployed a staff of 1,073 persons, main-- j
tallied fifteen civilian hospitals with:
a totnl capacity of 1,586 beds, and
reached in some manner or another
more than 240,406 civilians affected
by the last offensive.
Thirty thousand Paris school child-ren have been given supplemental
food such as special lunches, break- fasts, etc. A hospital and four dispen
saries were opened during the month.!
Medical aid was given to 26,160 per-- i
sons; 11,873 refugees wer housed and
3,140 given employment.
During first
week of the May offensive 35,000 refugees were fed in canteens established
in tho Paris stations.
;
Money donations to outside organi-- i
zations totalled $300,000; of which
$140,000 was appropriated for tuber-- ;
culosis patients;
for the carei
cf children; $96,000 for refugees; and!
the remainder for mutiles. The fol-- l
lowing has been distributed through;
the agencies of the department; 1 77,-- )
75 garments, 22.488
pairs of shoes,
48,280 articles of furniture and household utensils; 55,464 articles of bed58.488
linen;
ding ahd household
yards of cloth; 167,704 pounds of food;
4,535 hospital articles, and 1,000
1.
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TN THESE trying days we need
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$25,-00-

FLIES FROM SAN ANTONIO
TO HIS FORMER HOME IN
CARLSBAD ON BRIEF VISIT
,aICI.L COftRBBPONOINCI TO MORA INC JOURNALI
Carlsbad, N: M., Aug. 4. A big bird
flew over Carlsbad Frida,'. A big wide
pinioned bird with wings of linen and
a rumbling roaring engine. Its master-brain
was a Carlsbad man, Major
Dean Smith of tho air service, who
left San Antonio early Friday morn-insand who came o his home in
Carlsbad) in Just six hours of flying
time.
It was one o'clock when people
down in the lower valley heard tho
roar of an engine passing over head.
Some of them telephoned to Carlsbad
that an airplane was passing north,
and those in Carlsbad who got the
message left their phones, and went
out doors, and saw the great big
graceful, lazy bird.
Major Smith came to earth in tho
alfalfa field belonging, to I. S.
south of town, and hardly
before he had landed the crowd had
sped to do him welcome. A hundred
cars Parked on the field, and the people crowded in and around to greet
the aviator, and look at his machine.
Finally Major Smith, who is Just Dean
to Carlsbad folks, put the boy scouts
to guarding the affair, and came on
home to say howdy. In the evening,
desiring to move his car to a more
secluded spot near the Hubbard farm,
he gave an exhibition flight above
the town, and amply satisfied his audience with his swirls above the town.
The major will remain in town until Monday morning, when he will
to ills flyimr quarters at San An'
tonio.
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ing twinges, makes the simplest task
a burden and a full day's work impos'
sible. Headaches,. dizzy spells, urinary
disorders and an "all worn out'' feeling are daily sources of distress. You can't afford to neglect kidney weakness and make it easy for gravel, dropsy or Bright's disease to take you. Get a box of
Doan's Kidney Pills today. They have helped many Albuquerque people. They should help you.
Every Pkhltr- -

7

Read These Albuquerque Cases:
St. John Street

W, Tijeras Avenue

North Broadway

A. M. I'lotner, carpenter, 1423 St. John fcu Bays:
"I had severe attacks of kidney trouble and my
back bothered mo very much. I didn't feel well at
all and whett I exerted myself, I tired quickly.
I
finally learned of Poan's Kidney Tills and bought
some at the Alvarado Pharmacy. They soon cured
me of the attack. Since then I have generally had
a box of Doan's Kidney Pills, in the house in case
'
I should need them."

Mrs. J. II. Cosgrove, 502 W. .Tijeras Ave., says'.
"My back ached very much, especially when I was
I had frequent headon my feet a. few hours.
aches und my sight blurred. Doan's Kidney Pills,
which I bought at the Drlggs Pharmacy, cured
the pains in the small of my back and the headaches left. I was no longer bothered by my sight
blurring either. I have had no such ailments now
for the past few years."

J. J. Ryan, 323 N. Broadway, says;
"My ktd-newere acting Irregularly and the Jar of riding
on a wagon in addition to heavy liftng weakened
these organs. I had sharp twinges across the small
of niy back, my head ached and I had dizzy spells.
One box of Doan's Kidney Pills cured me." (Statement given May 26, 1913).
Four years later, on May 17, 1917, Mr. Ryan
said: "1 have had no return of kidney trouble or
backache since Doan's Kidney Pills cured me. My
former statement In their praise still holds good."

S. Edith Street

Occidental Building

N. Eighth Street

Mrs. E. Adair, 823 S. Edith St.. gave the following account of her experience with Doan's Kidney
Pills, July 1, 1303: "l suffered from such severe
pains across my loins and between my shoulders
that I was greatly inconvenienced.
When I sat
clown, the misery was so great, it seemed , as
1 couldn't endure It.
I was inclined to bethough
lieve it was due to disorder of my kidneys and began using Dohu's Kidney Fills. One box relieved
me so much, I can't have unything elcs but a high
opinion of them."
On May 17, 1917. Mrs. Adair said:
"I have had
jiractically no symptoms of kidney trouble for the
Hast few years. All I have said in their praise still
holds good."

Geo. II. Summet, pipe fitter, 416 Occidental Bids.,
says: "I never knew what it was to be lame and
weak in my back until I was in Oklahoma a

Mrs. W. J. Pearce, 1014 North Eighth street, says:
"My back was so lame and painful t was unable to
do my housework. Every time I made a move, my
back fairly twitched and I frequently had to stop
t suffered from nervous headaches and
working,
my sight blurred, for minutes at a time. I started
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and received welcome
relief in a few days, I was soon cured of the attack. On several occasions since I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills, getting them at Butt's Drug
Btore, and they have always helped me,"

...
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No matter what you
want, you'll save money
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ev ery

A ounce of
strength and the ability to
do a full day's work every day. The
man or woman with weak kidneys is
half crippled. A lame, stiff back, with
its constant, dull ache and sharp, shoot-
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where a house once stood.
At a crossroads near Saponay laj
five saddled horses, apparently killed
BY MOHNINa JOUftNAL SrCCAl
.IflD WIRtl
by the same shell. Heslde two of the
New York, Aug. t. Great Britain's
horses lay dead Germans, just as they contribution to the success of the alfell from their saddles.
lies was made public here Saturday,
The roadways are littered with ammunition, wagons and dead horses, on the eve of the fourth anniversary
some of them with their drivers, as today of the united kingdom's enthr.y fell when struck by the big sheljs trance into the war. by the Hritish
n
of the
allies. Many bureau of information of the P.ritish
of the wheat fields are partly harvest- war mission.
ed with the wheat stacked, the Gerfigures are revealed by
mans having reaped what the French theStaggering
bureau which points out that
peasants had planted. Here and there Great Tiritain and her
colonies have
dots can bo seen from tho roadway
7,500,000 scohliers, of whom
"Where some Germnn dropped. At one raised
.100 000 have been slain and two milplace a Gerimtn killed by shrapnel hail lion are wounded or missing. Kngland
fallen headfirst into a shell hole filled
herself, it is said, has furnished
by a downpour of rain.
per cent of the fighters and suffered
rtvnt'li Take Xapoiiny.
H was in this valley of death that 76 per cent of the casualties.
11 has been estimated, t lie bureau
the French infantry came Friday
that Hritain has fought on
says,
withdrew
as
Germans
the
morning,
seventeen fronts during the past Jour
through tho valley north of Saponay.
France,
lielglum.
The French and American shells fol- years, including,
lowed the Germans as they went. Italy, Serbia. Greece, Russia, PalesFrom the hilt to the west and north- - i tine, Mesopotamia; China and northwest of Saponay, the French came east and west Africa.
ot munitions now
The ministry
from woods in a, rain storm from
clouds' so low that the tree tops and handles 50,000,000 articles a week
clouds seemed to meet, ami under and in addition to more than ninety
their barrage marched Into Saponay. arsenals. Great Britain now has 5.0 Hi
To the northeast Uho Americans government controlled factories, all
are advancing under the same condi- working night and day.
The British navy and the merchant
tions, to the woods east of the forest
of N'rsles and to the valley runnini) marine has transported over seas
north of Saponay.
It was hero thai
men. 2. 000, 000 horses and
tho French and Americans met.
mules. 500,0110,00 cannon, gun carriages and other vehicles, 25,000.000
tons of explosives, 51.000,000 tons of
Serbs Mn; "Oyer There."
oil and fuel anil 1:10.000,000 tons of
London. Aug. I. Among the popuand other stores. The ill omened
lar songs in the Serbian army are now food
work ot "kultur" comes in for a savwrites
"Over
and
There,''
"Tipperary"
von Seydon, in
an American Red Cross representative age analysis; professor
the first story of the war said:
'
on tho Macedonian front.
"The Germans are the elect peoples
of the earth. They will accomplish
Haircut Costs 6.1 fViits.
their destiny, which is to rule tho
.Inaneau, Alaska, July 15 (by mail.) world and to guide all other nations
Juneau barbers began charging 65 for their common happiness."
cents for haircuts and 35 cents for
shaves in July 2. The shops did a Results from lemma! Want Adt
rushing busines on July 1.

ll

(Ainoclntrd Vrent CiirreRpondpnce.)

"

BY GT. BRITAIN

Franco-America-

Latest German Drive,

Item riot ions Modified.
Washington, Aug. 4. Itestricans on
Mexican labor entering the United
tStates have been modified by order
of Secretary Wilson to permit them to
engage in mining of all kinds and In
common labor on construction for the
in Texas, New Mexico, At
calendar year t 1917 the returns government
izona and California. Immigration of
as
not
been
have
yet
completely tab- Mexicans, it is stated, has relieved the
ulated, it is estimated by the treasury labor shortage, particularly in the
department that corporate Incomes southwest.
will reach $10,000,000,000 and individual incomes will reach $7,000,000,-oflOo- r
a toltal of both $17,006,000,000.
Thus there was an Increase in 1917
over 1914 in corporate Incomes of
and
individual in$6,060,000,000,
Avants.
comes of Joqq.ooo.OOQ,!! increase byr
$6,300,-000.00-

TO HIS RETREAT

ROUND UP

MEN FURNISHED

Make That Weak

CtJ A1ID KITCHIN
without this larger tax levy, must be- Civilian Refugees to That Numcome necessary and the immense burden which
their annual interest
ber Receive Aid From Amercharges alone would entail upon this
and future generations and the danger
ican Organization During
of Inflation of credits and rise of

furnish the government a large portion of its needed collection; second,
to help the government dispose of its
Liberty Bonds at each pew Issue.
Without profits
it' can perform
neither, and if incentive and ambition of business be destroyed there
will be no profits.
We must take
care that the goose that lays the
be
not
killed or disabled.
golden egg
The egg just now Is essential to tho
government and the survival of the
goose is essential to the egg. That is
to say. In any scheme bf large tax
levies, the cupidity of business must
be reckoned with and, after payment
of all taxes, it must be left profits
sufficient to preserve the incentive
of aggressive efforts to continue its
It must continue to
""make efforts and to make profits because the government must continue
to have a part of those profits, and in
in many cases, a
all probability,
large part.
Wealth Will Xot He Confiscated.
Wealth will not be penalized or
confiscated, but it will understand,
of course, that the government must
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OVER 7 MILLION
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Pan Francisco, Calif , Aug. (. "The
California cattleman Is an unusually
srnlimental person,' said Chief Inspector J, li. Xcw.som cf the state
cattle 'protection board today, and to
prove this statement he died the
fact that of the i:.00t) cattle brands
tied in his office here more symbols of the heart have been chosen
than any other sign.
It is expected that .10,000 different
brands to designate cattle ownership
in this state will have been filed by
the end of this year.
not only
The symbols submitted
give proof of the cowman s sentimental nature, celebrated in song and
story, but show a remarkable ingenuity, Newsom said. In addition to
thousands of different combinations
of letters, numerals,
bars, squares.,
diamonds and other conventional design, many other signs are adopted.
Next to the heart si:;n the horseshoe
Is the most popular.
The "lazy" letter, in a horizontal or
reclining position, is common. Variations of the signs are the "running."
"roll'ng" or "flying" letters. Included
in the list are srvcral hundred
Mexican symbols, marked free
hand with a "running" iron, which
show the influence of Indian

and that
000, 000,000
taking the
amount may not be necessary there
will still remain to the individual and
corporation 'at least $:, 000, 000, 000
more income and profits than In 1914,
$S, 000,000, 000.
about 40 per cent more.
When one contemplates the enor- tr However
high the rate, however
mous amount of bond Issues, which,
large the amount the taxpayers, individual or corporate, must contribute,
he should console himself with the
thought that every dollar of it is to
help his government save his life in
the death struggle now going on. All
should realize that the time has come
for every patriot to do. not his bit but
The boy at
his all for his country.
the danger front in France Is doing
his all. Cun we who remain at home
In safety afford to do less?

semi-luxurie-

BY ENEMY

arations for
open here August i are being completed. The town is filling up with
strangers and in a tew days the little

Sym-

trA

N

'

Mugdalena,

ications Eliminated,

both of J9, 060.000.000. Assuming
thut for the calendar year of 1 9 1 the
incmoes, corporate and Individual,
will equal those of 1817, and they
will, unless the price fixing board
and that we
materially Interferes,
shall bo compelled to raise from such
incomes and profits $',,,000,000, 000, It
can be seen that, if proper adjustments arc made, it can be done without destroying or seriously crippling
busines or confiscating
incomes of
corporations or individuals. 'After

prices which large bond issues involve,
tho wisdom of the administration's
insistence upon such increased tax
collection becomes at once apparent,
bight billion dollars is twice as
much as this country or any other na
tion In the world has ever attempted to
raise by taxation in one year. It is
nearly throe times the total amount
of collection "from' taxes ami bonds
during the four years of the Civil War.
Profit Makers Must Pay Most.
How shall we go about it to get the
and the
$8,000,000,000? Congress
country are in entire agreemnt with
the president in the declaration In this
revenue message that the big Increase must come chiefly from incomes, excess of war profits and tho
luxuries. Wealth, therefore, must be
taxed instead of poverty, luxuries instead of necessities. Wo shall have to
retain the list, including the luxuries
and
subject to the excise tax of existing statutes and increase the rates in most, if not in all,
of them and shall have to add many
articles to the excise tax list. After
doing this, it is evident that tho
larger portion of the increase must be
derived from incomes and excess for
war profits.
All collections from business must
come from profits. In exacting
from busines we. must recognize its fundamental incentive to
effort, profits, its main ambition,
more profits. We must not destroy
either. We must keep in mind that
business as it relates to tho national
revenues has two important and necessary functions to perform; first, to

MECCA

BPBCIAL CORHMl

Finds

Inspector

Many Deductions in
bols Used On Herds;

in

KITCHIN.
(Clminiiaii, 1. S. House ot
Committee on Way and
Means.)
following
Important and
(The
timely article, from the Forum for
is
published today, is
August, which
special
arrangements
printed by
with that magazine. Kditor.) The administration, through the secretary of Iho treasury, annotiunces that to properly finance the governnient for the fiscal year ending Juno
30; 1919. it is necessary to raise by
taxation, in addition to the amount
now being raised under existing law,
J4, ooo. ooo. ooo or a total taxation of

(TAII)

MAGDALENA
l

(V

15V HON.

RANDS ARE GAUGE

ls

HUO.OUO

$16,000,000,000

Government will raise, in taxes and bonds
For every man, woman and child in the United States.

IF

chill i b steeple and the cobblestone
of the streets.
Trot's Twisntl Off.
The trees in the village square were
twisted as if by a cyclone by the farewell shells of the Germans.
A large sign in German at the entrance of the church reads:
"Hemove hats upon enuring."
Down the street a German sign
stretched across the roadway, reads:
"Captured arms and loot must be

ULLAGE SACKED

'

(Kit)

$
$

of California, are em nloycil to asin bringing catle. stealers to jusAngeles attice. E. K. Ieighton,
special prosecutor for
torney, acts 'lissuch
oases, which, New.
the board in
som said, are of especial importance
now because of the increased value of
cef. The board members are Ralph
Hull Eureka, chairman; Arthur Hebron of Salinas, secretary, and Dr. J.
P. Iversoti, state veterinarian.
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attribute the alkali drinking water
ago.
there as the cause of my back becoming lame and
my kidneys becoming disordered. When I stooped
or attempted to lift anything, sharp pains Went
One box of Doan's Kidney
.through my body.
theat
I
which
got
Pills,
Highland Pharmacy cured
me. and the cure has been lasting."
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TUB COXTIXVKD ADVANCE.
The retreat of tho crown prince's
army has surpassed the most sanguine
expectations of military observers. It
was thought he would try to establish
his positions on or south of the Vesle
river and there give battle. From
yesterday's reports it appears the
withdrawal of his forces already has
gone too far to permit a stand below
that stream.
American troops are in tho outskirts of Flames and by the time this
is read may have occupied the town.
jFismes is on the river Vesle and is
miles northeast
almost twenty-fiv- e
of Chateau Thierry.
While tho recaptured territory Is
not great In extent. Paris undoubtedly
feels more comfortable with the Germiles further
man army twenty-fivremoved than it was three weeks ago.
Tho capture of prisoners has not
been extensive in the last days of the
allied drive, but vast quantities of ammunition have been left by the retreating enemy. There is no longer
any doubt that one of the most gigantic offensives ever undertaken by the
Germans was to havo been launched
in this area in a short time.
Had not General Foeh struck when
lie did it is not Improbable that a
much heavier task' would have devolved upon the allied arms.
At Is turned out they have won
mors than was expected of them by
the people at home, ana won it, too.
in a remarkably short period.
o

,

SOLDIERS IN THE MAKING.

Jt should be a source of considerable pride and gratification to the People of New Mexico to know that on
September 10, 400 boys, ranging from
15 to 20 years of age, will begin their
studies at the New Mexico Military
Institute at Roswell, with the end in
view to serve the nation on the battlefield In time of need.
For the most part the boys are New
Mexicans born and reared, but a number havo enrolled from other states
which is a tribute to the reputation
which the institute enjoys in other
parts of the United States.
Tho New Mexico Military Institute
today stands alone in the southwest'
insofar as military training is concerned. It may bo said that the Institute has no equal west of the Mississippi as a military school. AfUr ycurs
of uphill work Col. James W. Willson,
superintendent of the institute .has at
last had the satisfaction Of seeing his
dreams come true. The N. M. M. I. on
a cadet'B coat collar stands for stTmo-thiworth while in the military
world.

With the "country at war, tho state
of New Mexico is not required to ar-

range for a make shift military
as is being done in many other
New Mexico was prepared
ptatcs.
and already S00 N. M. M. I. men are
in the nation's service, fighting the
enemy with the science of intellect
gained at the Roswcll schooU
With 300 men already In tho big
Kame and with 400 more in training
at the New Mexico Military Institute,
the N. M. M. I. is more than doing
Its bit and deserves tlic. heartiest cooperation and support of tho people
of every corner of the state.
Bchpol,

KEEP GOING.

i

.

I

THE HYPNOTIST

f

having no higher or better or moro
special claim.
5.
On the contrary, the archbishop
of Cologne, at whose petition the pope
made his appeal had no claim whatever to the consideration of tho allies,
having been from the first days of the
war and throughout the period of U,
the most hostile and intolerant of all
German ecclesiastics of tho Roman
Catholic church.
G.
In granting a particular indulgence to this ecclesiastic, the foreign
office (or the government as a whole)
unwittingly went out of its way to
show favor to a person who lias shown
nono to us; and by omitting to extend to other enemy communities a
similar immunity from attack, and
to demand from our enemies a reciprocal amnesty for our own Catholic
communities (especially at Liege, the
birthplace of the procession) It did an
Injustice to the one and a grievous
wrong to the other.
7.
While our air forces were ob-

y
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MUNICIPAL I'liAXT OWXEUSHIP.
With the coming of September 1
the people of Albuquerque will pay
for water used from July 20 to August 2". meter reading dates, direct
This will
to the City of Albuquerque.
be the first step the people will take
toward actually becoming tho owners
of their own water supply. It is true
tho legal title to tho property taken
over from the Water Supply company
on July 20 last, at a cost of $400,000
Is vested in the city of Albuquerque,
but thl city owes every dollar of the
purchase price.
It will be necessary for the people
of the city to begin at once on the
task of paying for the municipal
plant. The Water Supply company
was apparently earning a very satisfactory compensation on its investment. This was indicated by the
action of the board of appraisers placing a substantial figure as representative of going concern value at the
time of the appraisal negotiations.
There is no argument but that
under private ownership
tho water
plant has made money. That It should
mako money under municipal ownership is nothing moro than reasonable.
In order for tho water plant under city
direction to prosper, however, it will
be necessary for tho city commissioners to adopt and enforce, for many
years a policy of "hands off," Insofar
as peanut politicians may he concerned. Running a water plant is a
business. Tho commissioners are business men. They may be trusted to
operate tho plant on a business like
basis. It will be necessary for thorn
to adopt rules and regulations, which
In Individual cases may work hard
ships, but beneficial to tho people as
an entirety.
Now is tho time for the city com
mission to lay out a broad plan for
financing the water plant investment.
A certain sum of money should be
laid aside each year from the earn
ings of the property for depreciation,
for extension of water mains to keep
pace with the growth of Albuquerque
for payment of interest, for a sinking
fund with which to pay off tho principal Obligation when it become! due
cooperation of the people will be
required, hut this cooperation will undoubtedly (be forthcoming, ;for the
reason that the people will bo working
for their own interests and will be far
sighted enough to peer Into the future
Aftecn or twenty years and visualize
a municipal water department which
will furnish water to the city at prac,
tically cost.

structed the innocent children

High prices of vegetables should
not keep, the housewife from canning
them. They will be still higher next
winter.
AIipUSH RENO?
Shall the Reno divorce
mill be
wiped off the map Is one of the questions before the nation wide conference of lawyers in Cleveland, August
22. The occasion is the meeting of
the commissioners on uniform laws
of the several states. One of the most
Important questions before these men
Is that of having all the states agree
on a uniform divorce act.
The varied Interpretation of the divorce laws, the commissioners say, Involves serious questions with regard
to the status of ' children and the
ownership o" property. While four-fiftof the states now recognize the
same causes for divorce, the legal
machinery- for the granting of divorce
has been- made uniform only in two
states. Neither'ls there anything like
uniformity- - in' marriage licenses. The
law on this subject', which the conference has formulated would, If
adopted, have a radical i effect, since
It proposes to abolish the common law
marriage, providing that there most
be a license to "marry and. a duly
authorized officiating person or recog
nized form of ceremony to make a
marriage between parties of ' certain
degrees of relationship which are said
to be- flagrantly disregarded in some
states by parties who step across the
Blate lino and laugh at the authorities.
The conference has power only to
formulate and reeoinmend. The laws
must be made uniform by the action
of the state legislatures. One purpose
of the forthcoming meeting will be to
emphasize on voters the Importance
of Impressing their' state senators and
representatives withy the Importance
of enacting the uniform laws the national, conference agrees on. .

Some weeks ago when the forco of
the German drive was bending back
the allied line In I'icardy, in Flanders,
on the Marne, every American gritted
his teeth' and, went at his war work
more determinedly than ever. The
farmer stayed longer in his field. The

ship builder broke the rivet driving
record. - Railroad crews increased
Everybody ate less
their mileage.
meat apd saved more wheat. What
seemed like reverses "over there"
at
stiffened our fighting backbones
a

-

:
home.
Now the German line Is bending.
"We've got the Huns on the run,"
the Tanks cry- as they bayonet their
way toward the Rhine.
Nothing could be better.
But America must not let up in
economies or slacken in Its' work. We
must keep an going at our level best,
If possible, doing a little bit better.
Republican chairman Will II. Hays
The shortest cut to victory is to hit wants the war made
by
hardest when winning. It's all right burning It over to the Q. O. P.
.

K

:

the governments have been forced to
make public answer concerning their
war aims and to count with the attitude of their own peoples.
"At the same time the undoubted
fact of the growth and consolidation
of the power of the Soviets (the workers and soldiers' deputies' councils) In
Russia must needs deepen the con
trast between the interests of the
various imperialistic robbers.
(Copyright, 1918, the Now York Herald Co. All Rights Reserved.)
"There, can be no doubt that in no
(Copyright, Canada, by the New York Herald Co.)
case can America admit the exaggerated exertions (ambitions) of England
BY HERMAN BERNSTEIN
or of Japan. The stubborn rivalry of
A systematic campaign of misleadnecessary for war and the annihila- America, with the. young imperialism
of the seat and the growing conflict
ing information is being conducted in tion of men.
"We know Hint Wilson is the rep- with
this country just now in favor of the
appears,
hegemony
English
Lenine-Trot.k- y
over
of
American
the resentative
the
imperial- therefore as one of the grounds for
dictatorship
no
which
aims
Wilson's
doubt
istic
which
with
strikes
and
Russian pcopio. The apologists
attitude,
dictatorship,
defenders of the Uolsheviki are skil- imprisonment, forced labor and the to set limits to the appetites of Japan
fully camouflaging their propaganda, death penalty those workers and the and Britain."
instead of pleading for the recognition poor who are opposed to the war, and
Thus spoke the Soviet, which the
of tho liolshevikl, who are thoroughly the ideas of government of Morgan, apologists and defenders of the
&
Rockefeller
Co.
discredit"! now, they are pleading for
have Americans believe
Criticise President's- Altilnile.
the recognition of the governments
is the
government of
"In the words of the most notorious Russia, representative
the Soviets, endeavoring to make the
and which Is nothing else than
American people believe that the rope dancer one finds without trouble tin" council of tho Bolshevik!.
Soviets really represent the people of the old mottoes of war to the bitter
It is possible that the American
Russia: that the Soviets constitute the end, of exploitation under the mask friends of tho Bolshevik! did not
and
of
of
self
determination
nations
know these things, which most Rusrepresentative government
Several Americans who were in disguised demands for Indemnities.
sians know?
Or do they seek the
"Thero is nothing surprising in this, recognition of the Soviets,
Russia and maintained friendly relaknowing
tions with the Rolshcviki have now for Wilson Is just Wilson' and seeks their attitude to America
and the
come back to this country with a plea to cover up vwith words his real president of the United States?
A
in behalf of the idealists who have opinions.
Soviets Are. llin Bolshevik!.
"However that be, the admission of
wrecked Russia, and made her an
The Soviets, as constituted at presMr.
Wilson
the
American
shows
that
of
are
German
militarism.
ent,
easy prey
composed of the liolshevikl,
To the amazement of the Russians bourse considers it not only necessary ul! other elements of the Russian peoliolwho really love their country, some to reckon with the power of the
ple having been eliminated from their
of these Americans kept up relations shevikl, but also in any case to deliberations by the forco of arms.
it--.
'to
make
obeisance
with the- liolshevikl even after the
The Soviets signed the treaty with Ger"This naturally does not prevent the many at
Bolshevik! and the official organs of
thus giving
the Soviet press denounced America American ambassador to favor per- the kaiser a breathing spill when
the participa- Germany was In a most critical posiand attacked tho president of the haps even tomorrow
tion of the agents of the American in- tion.' To preserve the Brest Li to Vsk
United States.
These Americans were in Moscow vasion in tho counter revolutionary treaty tho kaiser is now endeavoring
when the Soviet, in response to presi- conspiracy against the power of tho to save the Bolshevlkl who signed it.
dent Wilson's message of deep sym- Soviets.
Besides, tho Soviets of Moscow and
"But only if this is done not offic- Petrograd are unable to control the
pathy for the Russian people, unaniSoviets of other Russian cities and
mously adopted a humilitating and ially, not publicly.
abusive resolution.
"Publicly the American government villages.
If the Soviets were to be
They were in
Moscow when tho Bolshevist press at- not only does not break with revolurecognized, our government would be
tacked the president of the United tionary Russia, the Soviets, but oven confronted by the perplexing problem
States ami American institutions on makfs avowals of sentiments ol of how" many Soviets to rocognize.
There would not bo enough suitable
friendship for her and of readiness
oC president' Wilson's
(the occas
American "ambassadors" to the Bolmessage of encouragement and sym- for "a common fight for peace."
Boasts
Power.
of Soviets'
shevik! Soviets, who do not rcrognir.e.
pathy. They were in Moscow when
"This admission has beon reached one another and whom the groat ma
Zinnovyev, head of the .Soviet and
the
of
the
through
revolutionary
fight
Petrograd Commune, declared pubjority o ftho Russian people do not
licly that the Soviet- resolution was power of the Soviets, by that method recognize Ht all
Intended as a resounding slap at the
president of the United States. '
.Makes Attack fin Mr. Wilxoil.
On January
"Tho Peace of the
Nations," the official organ of the
Soviet of workmen's, soldiers'
and
peasants' deputies, published in Ger
man ior distribution in the German
trenches an attack on president Wilson and his message of January- - 9
.
last.
The paper first quotes
(Gue of the shells fired by the Ger- Lord Robert Cull's protest to prove
irom me president's speech:
man
range gun" on tho feast of that the government's response was
"It Is the voice of the Russian CorpuslongChristi'
fell on a church .in
by the highest impulse-rever- ence
people. They are prostrate and all Paris and is persons were killed or prompted for
for one
religious
nut helpless, it would seem, before wounded.
,
of the principal fuiists respect
of the Roman
me
power or Germany, which
was made on Paris church, humanity toward the women
raid
(Another
air
has hitherto known no
and on the night of Corpus Christi and and little children who take
no pity. Their power, relenting
part in
the Cologne procession, and perhaps,
apparently, Is several bombs were dropped.
(
mmcroi. Ami yet their soul is not
of
in
Karly
the morning
Corpus incidentally, but
properly, the
subservient.
They will not yield Christi the Huns bombed a British desire of showing quite
the neutral world
either in principle or In action. Their
an operating theater, with what higher motives than those
hospital,
burying
conviction of what Is right, of what killing surgeons and
patients, nurses, or our enemies 'we were waging war.
is humane and honorable
for them to wounded soldiers and W. A. A. C's.
None tho less, it was an astounding
accept, has been stated with a frank
(On whit Sunday, another church blunder from the beginning
a blun- -'
ness, a largeness of view, a generosity festival, German
der
raiders
that had its origin in want of
dropped
of spirit and a universal human sym bombs on London
killed and
and
want
of
memory,
knowledge
pathy which must challenge the ad wounded '23 persons.
of the psychology of the enemy, wan!
miration of every friend of mankind,
Good Friday, the most solemn of Imagination and even want of logand they have refused to compound day in the church's
year, the German ical thought.
their Ideals or desert others that they long rungs gun
'
shells on a
Tito Case.
themselves may bo safe."
Paris church, justdropped
at the moment
Permit me to state the' case as' (in
It then continues:
when the
were observ- the light of the tvquel) luausands of
"Thus spoke recently citizen Wood-ro- ing the Instcongregation
words of Jesus British and French peoplo are seeing
Wilson,' the executive of Ameri- Christ. That dying
shtll killed 75 people
can capital.
.
I
1. Corpus Christi is not the festiand wounded 90.)
Says 1'rtvideiit Cotieoilcs Their Aims.
val of whose record the Roman church
"Mr: Wilson Irt obliged to admit
has most reason to baproud.
BY ll.UJk CAINE. '
It bethat the right of the Russian ilolccn- A telegram from Rome
saying that gan badly; It bocame symbolical of
tion is undoubtedly animated with the the Papal
secretary of state has con- the most tyrannical exercise of sacersincere oesire to obtain a general veyed to the
government the dotal power; for centuries it had
peace on the- basis of national self thanks of the British
harmful religious associations.'
See for the willingHoly
'
neierminatii.n.
'Not selfish aims but ness with which they accepted the
2.
As a consequence, the procesthe common weal of humanity' have Vatican's
proposal to spare Cologne sion of Corpus Christi has long been
the delegates of the Soviet government from bombardment
on the
of the discouraged in Catholic communities
in. view, declares
the president of the feto of Corpus Christi givesday
us "fur- where religious liberalism has attained
United States.
iously to think." Clearly-thVatican, to a supremacy, and it has been sup"And he hastend to add that as' a evn after
In nearly all Protestaut
events of Thursday, pressed
resuu tne entire sympathy s of the thinks It bus the
achieved a great spiritual countries.
American peoplo la with the 'noble triumph. , Some
8.
Nevertheless, the annual procesof us who may lie
Russian revolution.'
but are certaintly not sion still survives In many parts of
"Of course, we do not for a
n
wanting
reference for the head of Italy, Belgium and Austria, and it has
entertain the slightest doubt the Catholic church, think he appeal even been permitted to the Italian
concerning the true value of the com- of the pope and the response of the communityjn London, although it wag
pliments of the representative of the British government
constituted a forbidden, or. abandoned, at WestAmerican
spiritual disaster of the most appalling minster ten years ago.
"We have no faith'in the friendship magnitude, an ethical as veil
the proposed procesri a, sion4. ofTherefore
and the noble sentiments of the ser- military error which has left the world
the Host at Cologne was not
vitor of American capital, who 'In the immeasurably worse than it found it. more than 'an accidental survival, not
name of pence' furnished Europe- That the pope's appeal was InspiroJ differing front similar survivals In
tho allies as well as their enemies
by the purest and loftiest motives poos other towns In the enemy countries,
for three yars with all the; means without
saying, ana H did not require or in tire twuntrlcs of tho allies, and

What the Bolshevik Say
About President Wilson
'

Brest-Litovs-

k,

of

told to
pray for the destruction of their
enemy and for the conquest of our
country.- - The long range German
guns were certainly tiring shells on a
church in Paris, and the German air
men dropped bombs on a Red Cross
hospital at the front.
Although the pope (as befits his
exalted character and his heavy responsibility) has since most probably
expressed his wrath at these outrages,
he took no precautions in advance to
obtain from our enemies concessions
equai to tnose he asked of us, and
neither did our foreign office, take
any step to dtmand them.
9.
Result intense heightening of
moral indignation, amounting to the
bitterness of hatred, among the allied
peoples, and yet a deeper hardening
of the hearts pf our enemies.
Just Complaint.
If the pope will use his high hply
to
prevail upon the whole
authority
of tho belligerents to abstain, bv re
ciprocal arrangement, from air attacks
on
communities on all
the festivals of the church in every
country, he will undoubtedly do much
to deepen the moral sense of the
world by strengthening its consciousness of the antagonism of war to religion. But until he does that we of
the allied nations have just cause to
complain of the acceptance by the
British government of a one sided, unimaginative and illogical appeal which
has produced precisely the opposite
effect and lowered beyond calculation
the spiritual atmosphere of the- - world.
Permit me, in the same connection
to make a tardy but emphatic portest
against the theory (too long and generally accepted) that a soldier Is not
to be held personally responsible for
bloodguiltiness in the execution of the
orders which have been given him by
his higher command, however brutal
and inhuman they may be. This plea
for tho soldier, which is being used to
palliate the offences of the miscreants
who bombarded the Red Cross hospitals on Corpus Christi day, is founded! on a popular fallacy.
That the
moral law knows nothing about the
doctrine hardly needs to be said, but
British military law is equally Ignorant of such nonsense. Indeed (according to a judgment of Sir James
Stephen) it clearly declares that
when a soldier carries out an order
which involves the committing of a.
crime, or even the risk of committing
of crime, ho comes under tho jurisdiction o ftho criminal law.
Thus the airman who bombs a hospital believing It to be an arsenal, may
perhaps be innocent; but if he has
taken no reasonable care to assure
himself that it is in fact an arsenal,
he is probably guilty. To shoot a man
who cannot shoot back, to kill without the danger of being killed, is murder. And the just punishment of murder (that murder may not bo committed) is death.
Therefore, instead of parleying with
tho enemy airmen who are brought
down in the act of committing cowardly crimes (still less providing them
with coffee and cigarets) our just and
proper course is to deal with them as
wei

--

i

-

;

There am those who contend that
tho failure of Germany's crops proves
the kaiser's gott isn't the ono civilized
humanity worships.

MEMBER OP THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
tho local newa published herein.
takes and prints
THE JOURNAL,
sixty hours and thirty minutes of exclusively Associated Press leased wire
service each week. No other newspaper published in New Mexico takes
hours of As
more than twenty-fou- r
sociated Press service during a wcck.

to ward off blows, to bo on the de
fensive when the adversary is driving; at you, but when you've got the
upper hand, strike out as If your very
existence depended upon that one
lick.
Merely because Wo are forging
aheail in the war is no reason why
one single American should, cut down
on his war effort. Kalher is lhat a
signal for him to increase it, for by
doing so he arrives more quickly and
more surely upon Iho days when ho
can turn all attention to peaceful pursuits.
Victory is not won until the enemy
is defeated.
Half-wamoans partial
victory
peace, which will last only until Germany is ready to fight again.
Half-wa- y
effort will bring half-wavictory, which is no better than defeat.
Americans cannot now indulge in
effort, In shop, home,
any half-wa- y
field or in the trenches.

probably

being

Fltz-jam-

taT

(Emm the "Berlin

VolkHfriMiml.")

A large number of poultry farmers
have not fulfilled their obligations regarding the regular delivery of the
stipulated number of eggs. In consequence, tho town magistrate has

withdrawn

the

sugar

henkeepers'

curds.
Some of the poultry farmers refused
absolutely to give up their sugar cards
on the ground that it was not their
fault if hens became broody and refused to lay eggs. Tho authorities,
curtly declining to accept this excuse,
have now intimated that the poultry
farmers will be refused all ration
cards next week!
we should deal with; any other malefactors the cell, tho dock and the
gallows, or the shorter shrift of a
blank wall and a firing party.

There will be few crimes committed in war when it is realized that the
criminals who order them are often
no more guilty than the criminals who
carry them out. Wo need not ask
ourselves what German military law
says o nthis subject, since the crimes
are committed on allied soil. Neither
need we pay much heed to the argument that the German soldier may bo
compelled to obey or die. If the price
of lifo is moral death,- it is not necessary that any of us should live. When
the judgment day comes it will not
merely be tho man who orders a mur,
dcr to be done but also the man who
does it who will Ixi damned.
(By the
International News Bureau, "Inc., Boston, Mass.)

THE DESCENT OP MAN.
(Pittsburgh Chronicle-TelegraphSchool children arsnot always as attentive as they should be, but Miss
Tilly Teechum's claws was a wonder.
There were few things they;did not
.)

know.
"Now, children," she said,' "what
did man descend from ?"
, Tho answer rainc like a boomer-

ang: "From a monkey!"
Miss Teechum beamed, and, singling out one bright little fellow, she

asked:
"Tell me, Jimmy, what did the
monkey descend from?"
"Pleaso, miss, from the tree," was
tho surprising answer.

Journal Want Afls bring results.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most, economical, cleansing and
germicidal ol all antiseptics la

-- b

7j

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
treating catarrh, Inflammation or
ulceration of noso, throat, and that
paused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lyd'.i E. Plnkhara
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlna
fci their private correspondence
with
women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who havo been cured say
It is "worth its weight la gold." At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mail.
The Faxton Tcllet Co.. Boston, Mass.
In
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Hall Caine Calls on Pope to Use
His High Holy Authority to Stop
Air Raids on Defenceless Cities

1
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Good Old American Tobacco!
to deliver.'
By special 'arrangement Thr Journi-- I' guarantees two
dollars
with tobacco manufacturers,
through an arrangement
ror
our
la
to
coldlera;
every
of
tobacco,
worth
France and on the way to France.
The packages (60c worth' of tobacco) are put up la atlractlvs;
In every package we put a return postal caM
patriotic packages.
with your name and address so lhat you1 will get word back from'
the battlefields from aa many soldiers as you aubscrlb 26 asnt
dollar-subscribe-

,

pieces.
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I low Our Soldiers Will Long for

TOBACCO
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IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches.

'

FROM IKVIN COBB'S "PATHS OF GLOBr"

i

"As I recall now, wa had coma through the gate of ha school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowlnf i
to us from the left, which meant from- across the battlefront. brought'
full well.
to our noses a certain smell which wa already-kne"Tou get It. I see,' said the German officer,' who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three' miles off, but' you can get It fWa'
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco Is so scares with us along the staff, back yonder in Laon. .
"All the tobacco which can be spared is sent to the men In tha
front trenches. As long as they amoke and keep on smoking they
-

can stand that."

No

Matter How Small the AmountSend It in.

Our boys are going to noed tobacco In
tha coupon
now Today la None Too Soon
Bring- It, or mail It, to Tha Journal Office.

treat quautitl.
and make it

;

"Flll out
generous I
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Valley ranches are our long suit.
-.Bleeping porches, completely
If you want to buy land it will pay
suitable
for 2 families,
us. We have several close
modern house, close in, you to see now
rents for $30.00 per1 month; Jrd
in farms
that can be bought;
ward.
Targe basement, fine sleeping porch, worth the money.
A
$4,750
cement block plumbing ofl both floors, garage and
and shingle residence, hardwood other , outbuildings.
& CO.
The owner is
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot,
leaving city and will sell at a sacrifice.
URIC INSt'UANCK AOKNTS
good location, Fourth ward.
4 room
Third end Cold
$2,300.
shingle bungalow, See
COLD
modern, uulit-l- n features, hardwood
CO.
floors, glassed Bleeping porch.
HEAL. ESTATIt,, Flltli INSURANCE,
garage; 4 in. ward.
HOT
LOANS.
$2,500,
stuccoed bungalow in
.
Phone
218
Woat
Gold.
16.
lire
modern,
Heights,
university
la MoaNINa JOUSNAL IrtCIAL
Wl1
bungalow, modern, good loplace.
Washington, Aug, 4. Gains of
cation, fire place; for only $2,200;
1
$3,500
'j story, brick, stuc
in gold reserves and net liqui
good terms.
coed, large living room with fireLOST.
dation of $30,r.00,000 in earning asIt. McCMTGIIAN
place, South Seventh.
Ht
sets, largely discounted bills together $3.000.
210
iolil
riiiinc 07
LOST
luniuolx
sWcoed
m:itri
lirlt
oval
bungalow,
with substantial withdrawals of govliisiinim c, I, on ns, Notary Public
pin n In Hllrrr. .Sulliiblo
Mrs. It.
hardwood
modern,
floors,
garage;
ernment deposits and further gains in
fiOi) N
I. Harm-a'rJliK le v'v in h
Highlands, close In.
note circulation are indicated by the
I.O.ST A doulilo eutjlu
Mu. iiuo tliumoiid
federal reserve board's weekly state
Heiiomt
rind between
anil Third Mrwta on
"A.
FOR RENT Room.
ment of the condition of the banks at
IVniral avenue, 'l.llierul reward. It returned.
lo Koom 7, Harnett Jtulldintf.
the close of busines Saturday night.
CmI EdtU, Insurance, Iobs
NorUb
The report shows the following;
111 South Fourth
HELP WANTED.
KKNT
Three nice furnished room.
Resources,
ti"J2
Went Tijerns.
Gold in vault and in transit.
Male.
FOR REN1 Apartrnent.
KUK IttJN'l'
rooum
KurniBlied
fur light
WANTED jtnn. at tile. Albuquerque
,
plntf. 531 Went Silver.
Gold settlement fund federal re FOH HUNT Furnished auartmmils. Elms
FOK 6bnt Muaerb rurnistea roomi;
no
serve board, $023,119,000..
WANTED Saul
Hotel, corner First and Tijerns.
Ml boy.
Manager
lck; running water. Cnnyj West (.'ontral.
Albuquerque Sanatorium.
Gold with foreign agencies, $9,- - b'Jii KENT Desirable furnished apartment
FOR KKNT Itooui tni m wMk baTtnT
WA.NTUD
nlsu
i--
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A.L. MAlflH

OOP EOME

Control of Country's Industries
Gradually Being Taken Over
.by

Shrewd

Nipponese

Financiers

of

Kingdom,

(Associated Press Correspondence.)
Peking, June 20. An agreement
recently concluded by Ctilna and Jap-

an for discontinuance of specie redemption by the Chinese provincial
government bank of Manchuria and
lor preferential guaranteed value of
local bank notes is declared by competent authorities to afford Japanese
business interests in that territory
such an advantage over those of other nations as effectually to crush all

nun
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--
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Have a Regulator Clock for. .$(1.00
in. Steel Cable for. $10.00
Phone 40!) when you have anything
to sell.
A

50-f- t.

1 --

The Star Furniture Co.
I'hone 400

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blockg from West Central. Close
In. Some cush and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

118 West Gold

FOR SALE
Underwood Typewriter
Style No. 4, in first class
Cheap.

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL
A'l TOMM-I-

Bought at a bargain a line of cups, '
saucers and other ilinlies; while t hey itoorns
last will sell lurge plates at lf(", small,
!tc, 11c and 13c.
Cereal bowlii, 10c;
coupe soups, 2t)c; salads, - 25c, and
other
good items. The ok. j.
equuliy
niuny
Kxchange.
Rooms

FOR SALL

JTtceriaheui

11,
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i

Attorney
c romwell- Building
j7 and l:i.
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"
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"
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Appointments Made, by Mall
"
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Rooms
Mellnl Building
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liorao power Miotor,
Mi Kant Coal.
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FOIt KALE
hie good farm Wugon, Apply
Highland
sleeping ruoma,
W. T. .Ml KPIIV, l. 1).
ft Soiitli
1
Walter.
I9K7-Practice Limited to Tuberculoids Wright
Gold with federal reserve agents. FOH RI3KT Three or four room furnished
competition. Already one big AmerFOIt
li I Lie,
SALE
Auto
SU.
3d,
tent;
building;, opposite postofflce. Office hours.
KENT
ican concern has orderd a suspension $902,793,000.
Newly furnished r"om anil
Cost $LTi. Phone 6Jlo.
.apartments, modern; 03 South First. In10 to 13 s. ni., 2 to 3 p. m. Phone, offlcs
reasonable
613
eleeptng
rates.
porcliea;
Gold redemption fund, $36,818,000. quire Pavny hulel office.
of business In Manchuria and it is
FOR SALE 20 guagn snotgur. almost lo.w" 307-resldehcs 307-Norlll Second.
said that others will Inevitably have
Total gold reserves, $1,980,896,000. Full it IjN'T A three-roomodern iyart-mefor sain nt best offer. 4nt West Central.
K1U CiKANDH IIUTIil
apail-mentT (i. CAKTWItHlHT
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MAlttlAHl
OK,
and
near
to do the same.
with small steeping porch
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Lgal tender notes, silver, etc.. school. Keys
019
West Central. Mm. Hlchard FOR SsAl.E Delivery
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Will Control Collieries.
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024
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Diseases
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Total reserves, $2,034,918,000.
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FOR SALE Automobile.
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reau of finance, a Chinese Institution,
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FOR
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fall
2
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today.
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new hatterles; good tires; 710 Kent.
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Woman
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for
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Residence
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For general housework
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united States government
ing porch. 41rt South Third, for gentlelmg rv., 122 HAWest
company. Theso 3,000,000 yen were term
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man; no Invalid. Private family. Inquire
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Maxwell truck, completely
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desk, library slue, good PlAMJ-FuFurnished rooms.
218 South nice oak roll-to- p
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Hoofs
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the Chinese provincial authorities are against per
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450. Apply Arthur Everltt, Jeweler,
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for Institutional
porch
unable to repay the loan at maturity, J4HU.0U0.
a new roof that will last as
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the Japanese gain control of this val
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toll RENT Furnished
A. L., crm Journal.
tion of the Peiyansr dollar to $1.75
Ratio of total reserves to r:et de
North.
porch, with board In modern private famWANTED
2H8-W- .
Phone
Misceftaneoua.
ily.
in terms of minor coins, which is the posit and federal mreserve note liabil- FOR
SALE
Three
3
KKNT
cows,
FOR
com"
Jersey
Jersey
Party wlsliei to
.
ro
tin!.:.... d&.i
FOR RENT-lileepTheifers, bred. 3 Jersey heifers, 2montl.
furnished
mi's- uuiiiuuieu
Highest point ever reached.
porch
pleteiy furnished house. Call after 12
perJ cent.
IiECAIi NOTICES.
WANTILwrTuTsed
MoX 21S or phons 240S-F'
o'clock. Phone Hlifl-- J, 72t) New Tdrkr
rooms, first-clas- s
table board. 101 Bouth
Japanese under the agreement with
Phone 1971.'
8S0,
Edith.
Phone
Mrs
Abbott.
HALIi
Extra lino, young pedigreed SPBCIAL
china are able to indemnity them FARMERS WHO SUFFERED
eoutii.
l)F DEMSQIEXT
rate, made .10 picnio and fishing FOR RENT Nice rnoni and
breeding stock FlemlBh Giant, New Zeaselves for any loss occurring from ac
porch suitable
Sl IT AND SAI.K.
parties. Call 1683-J- .
FOR KKN'T One . f uriil7ted.', ...house, four land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. William
for two with bonrd, reasonable
rates.
FRONT DROUTH PROMISED
ceotaneo of small coin money or pa
Notice is hereby given that the unOesirech, Sr., 824 North Eleventh Street, WANTED If you need a capenTecaiTTT
C3C South Arno.
rtomj at 403 and one four-roounfurnPhono 111
notes
ana
.
are thus oblo to under.
per
ished at 411 riogih .eventh. Also one flve-rao- Alhuiiuerquef, N. 1.
Phone 1595-O.
Durllng.
A.
7'
dersigned,
Matson,
Room
Treasurer
FOR RENT
with board for man and
AID BY THE GOVERNMENT
sell their competitors. For $1.20 in
unfurnlsaed house ,at 600 West Silver RIO GRANDE DROC HOQ CO.. of AlbuWANTED
and
To buy the best twelve hundred
wife or two ladles. Large glassed In porch
of Taxes, withsmall coin notes they can obtain a
querque. The largest breeders of register
no other boarders. Fur particulars I'hone
pimnd horse six years old. John Mann.
in and for the County of Bernalillo, Apply 214 West Oold.,
ed hogs In the southwest, Can supply you
Silver Mexican dollar which
costs
PICIAL CONRllPONDtNCt TO MORNINa'.JOUKNAL!
WANTED-Bchoul
New Mexico, upon the third
children and plain sew-In- g. 1018.
Uigntanok.
day of
with herd boars and young stuff at modothers $1.75. The Chinese authorities
MRS.' W.'il. REEB, of the lxwkhairt RaiiJlT
Prices reasonable. 520 south Arno.
Santa' Fe, Aug. 4.- Farmers whose September, 1918,
at
"OH
KENT
the
Desirable
hour
erate
of 10
aaotara
with DENVER (JLEAN1NO
prices. We can also supply
fix. $1.20 as an arbitrary rate. The wheat crop has been destroyed in the o'clock a.
CI.UU
wo'k Is has moved to 602 South Arno. where she
All
3U9-furnished
Phone
cettage.
oil
medicated
BOo
crude
will
m.,
to
for
Dislice,
at
the
per
apply
Japanese calculate that anything past two years by drouth in eastern
uara.ntaad.2o North Third. Phone 658. 8336.prepared to tak health seeker., Phons
RENT Furnish doot t ages": llo7"I15T gallon. Plain crude oil at 35o per gallon.
,
noove mat represents a loss to them. New Mexico Texas and other sections trict Court of the Second
Judicial FOR
'
Oil furnished to all pig club members free, WANTED At once second hand "funTjTurs"
$20 per. main h.
South
Walter.
District
of
State
ESCONDIUO-r-Tthe
of
New
convalesare
ana iney
EIj JARDIN
at noerty to compensate of the, west, are. promised relief by
Mexico, VoR HE N T F11 r n sh ad Ttw olirooin '
kitchen:
and
,
12t
also
cook
rtfflce
stovs
or
utensils;
rmth
Third,
cdttatf i
cents Weal home. Una room with private
tnemseives accordingly out of the the treasury department and "the de sitting within and for the CoAnty of with sleeping porch, loitj South Walter.
range. Phone 2196-J- .
,
bath. Also desirable double room , vacant.
partment-- - of
3,oou,oo yen fund.
agriculture through Bernalillo, for a Judgment against the run bn 1 four-rooWANTED To get In touch with person who 1.S01 West Central.
CARPENTERING.
house two glassed
Phons 11U.
A protest by American government $5,000,000 nlaced at their disposal by lands, real estate and perbonal propcan drive car, who wants to go to Denin porcnes. water p.a. 714, Phcne Uea.J.
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room,
FOiTrCATlEER
ver and return. Phone 420.
officials against this discrimination President Wilson so as to enable farm erty .upon which taxes assessed, within FOR RUJ'T Tbree-roofurnished
and
board.
'
the
SDH
Just
to rot Meona.
oottsgs.
Csrrl
North rtrst 'elriwt.
and for said county are delinquent inquire sit Bourn ,roaawa. Phons IIM-WANTED Men'a silk shirts to dry clean. For rates phons 3430F-4- ; nlacs
brought an offer by the governor gen ers to plant fall crops and prevent the
free transnor'atlon
JiadsfVctlon
Clean-In- g
Coffleld
eral to make an exception in favor of abandoning of farm homes in the af- and unpaid In tho sum of inone than FOR RENT Three-rooguaranteed.
now
Accommodations
available, lira, H. B.
furnished house,
FORSALL
Co., 115 Month Kixth. Phone 107.
Thomas.
with sleeping porch, $10.00 nor month
specified persons and firms, granting flictedlie districts. The money needed $25.00, and for an order
slid
ord
advanced
WANTED Cash" buyer" fortwo-gVHdFmachinery to self such laflds, real estate and court Water paid. S22 South WalterV the same privilege enjoyed by the will
BALE
FOR
Furnished
homo.
$2,000. Terms.
percars and ono Bulck 7 passenger. AH curs
The primary sonal
FOR SALE Purnliure.
.
, furnished
Investment paying 100 pert cent. I'hone
house
Japanese; but the offer was refused of the farm loan banks.
property , to satisfy sucl Judg- - FOR
In first class condition., phone 34 9, Mr. Hush.
ooject of this fund is not to stimulata
with sleeping porch, piano, water, aaraae. Owner, ti8.
since it was not available to all Amer. the
ana
Is
SAI.H-- Tj.i
mem;
FOR
notice
vernus martin double beds
hereby further 12.00, 1306 woutn ,jUltn..
planting of an increased fall acre- given that said
FOR SALE-- Nice home, furnished and a hicihrSt t"A8ii1 PRirre PAi'riFORjirriB:
leans doing business in Manchuria.
resses. child's bed, air
spiings and
Treasurer and
BT TUTS SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO..
age of wheat or rye in the section
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FOR KEiVr Well funiiilied. modern bung-alohcuter
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vf. .ine room nouse; four room WANTED HecoDd-xan- d
men's and hoys' 1.174-.area, but rather to assist in tiding the will offer for sale
North Thirteenth.
apartment upstairs; bath room on each
Public Auction lOR HID.N'T Modem Boeealow three rooms
WARRANTS BE DESTROYED farmers over
otothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
floor; hot water heat; lawn, shade trees
the period of stress to at the front door of the Cou.rt House
with large sleeplnf
furnlahed. and
snd suit cases. Call (11. CUoago aoond
porch,
016 West Coal
garage.
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bungalow. furnldhed;
Hanna A Hanns. master photeemphers.
to realize the respective amounts due,
burned the receipted warrants as
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And notice is hereby further given that sleeping
TIME CARDS.
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said Treasurer and
Col FOR RENT Furnished .modern four-rouFOR SALE Cement block house five rooms
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Taxes
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house, glossed
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Burner Hhnp, Cullup, N. M.
WANTKD
Cllif cook. Two
experienced
waiten or waltresaea. Pullman Cafe.
WANTED Experienced man ror'mtlk house
work. Apply liez k' Dairy, llioa North
Fourth.
WANTED Teacher for manual
tralnliiK
and an all round mechanic. Itlu tirande
lndualriu! School, Hox 6115 City.
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818 WEST CENTRAL

HOW

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

PHONE

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQtTERQCE,

SIS.

CITY CHURCHES

MS AFFECTS

SOLDIERS IS TOLD

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

jerque Morning Journal, Monday, August

5, 1918

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Ave.

OPEN CAMPAIGN

LAST TIME TODAY
House of High Class Pictures and Music
COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

BYU.S.

N. M.

R0A0H00

ENGINEER

St;

WANTED
A

bright, energetic girl for
Appiy
ping counter.
THE I CONOMIST

"They Do It in the
Pictures!"

wrap-

,

57

Corporal Aspling Walked Into Congregations Appoint Committees and Draft ResoluShell Hole Filled With Gas,
tions
Then
and
Sent to Hospital
Asking Commjssioners
All Licenses,
to
Revoke
Home,
Relayed

is here, more on the way.

(

Have a lot of nice fresh Kg'g's this morning,
60c
dozen
The very best Rice grown, uncoatcd, 11).
20c
package
V. S. Food

License

WArFs"ST0KE1

CBESCEHTlioCEBY
ROBERT JONES

H O SI E II H. WARD
SIS Marble Avenue.

Phones

No.

Coal and South Walter.

Pbone

...112-171-17- 4

B76

won nil in one font when a

shotgun WU9
accidentally discharged several months
a
nil
was
ill
who
with locklater
ago,
jaw at the hospital al t,ns Vegas, has
The accident occurred at
recovered.

LYRIC

San Marcial.
Maier, who was formerly a machinist apprentice in the
Ninia re snops, will resume worn in
the shops here today.
H. A. George, the plumber, 827 Ba-- I
relas road, in reading over the "Honot
List" in the Journal of yesterday, as
cabled to the deotirtmpnt nt Wash
ington, he discovered the name of hif
brother as one of those "killed In action. The name of the dtad man is
Lieut. Harry S. George, 22 years ol
age. Hh enlisted at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
and his company was among the first
to be nt to France.

TODAY ONLY

ALICE JOYCE in

"The Highest
Bidder"

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
Mrs. .Josephine Bender.
Funeral servlcts for Mrs. Josephine
Bender. 44 years old, who died at net
will be held
hojne here Saturday,
Tuesday morning in Immaculate Conception church. Burial will be In Calvary cemetery. C. T. French will be in
charge.

Five Reels

ALSO A GOOD
COMEDY REEL

P. S. Hull.
Funeral services for Frank 8. Hall,
83 years old, who died at his home in
Old Albuquerque at midnight Saturday, will be held in the residence at
7 o'clock tonight.
Mr. Hall came tu
Albuquerque from Marcellus, Mich.
was
He
at the time of his death general agent for the Masonic Life Insurance company of the southwest
and also proprieor of the Ideal Poultry Farm here. He is survived by a
wife and two daughters, Mrs. Edith
Pink and Mrs. E. S. Yott, of Albuquerque and a mother and five brothers in the east. The Masons will have
charge of the funeral tonight. Rev. C.
O. Beckman will officiate. The pall
bearers will be: W. L. Trimble, M. G.
Chase, George Simms, R. O. Campbell, Oscar I. Lewis and C. LaFont.

Adults 10c
Children 5c
Pictures Chuinie Daily Except
Saturday

If wo want to keep tlic buttle
line unbroken, we must keep
(lie food line unbroken. Do not
allow any vegetables or fruit to
spoil; can or dry lliein.

William Lantz.
Lantz died at his apartments
the Highlands at S o'clock
He was a stock
afternoon.
yesterday
raiser of Bismarck, N. D., and came
to Albuquerque a week ago. He is survived by a .mother. Mrs. Maggie
Lantz, who Is in Gtitherie, Iowa. The
body is at Strong Brothers undertaking rooms pending instructions from
William
In

Maileucei, Pailadina&Co.
GROCERIES AND MEATS
6
601 W. Tljeras. Phones
405-49-

the mother.

i:

Strong Brothers

Undertakers
o
o PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE
y 76. STRONG BLK., COPPER
,

,

' '
,

AND SECOND.

LOCAL

Miss Ijoolnda Clark.
The body of Miss Lucinda Clark,
who died here Friday, will He in state
in the Strong Brothers' parlors from
10 o'clock this morning until 3 o'clock
this afternoon. W. C. Kelly, an uncle
of Miss Clark, arrived here yesterday
morning frpm Vlncennes, Ind. He will
accompany the remains to Vlncennes
on train No. 2 tonight.
Charles Gatlln.
Charles Gatlin, 57 years old, died
his
at
home, 214 Fast Garfield avenue,
nt 11:38 o'clock last night. Mr. Gatlin was widely known among1 the cattlemen of the state and owned a
ranch in Socorro county. Funeral arrangements have not been made.

ITEMS

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273
F. Montoya of Santa Fe arrived

Jiere yesterday.
R. Romero, of Mourrtalnair, X. M.,
is an Albuquerque visitor.
C. ,V. Knapp of Portales, N. M
pent yesterday in the city,
A. J. Green and Ernest Green of
Kstancia, N. M., visited here yesterday.
Dr. T. F. Tannus returned yesterday
from Las Vegas where he was called
on professional business.
Mrs. K. M. Clayton and children
are visiting Mrs. Clayton's sister, Mrs
A. Stanton, at Encino, N. M.
A very Important meeting of the

Independent Order B'nai B'rlth will
be held at 8 o'clock tonight fh Temple

Albert.
Dr. A. J. Alger, who was expected
to return from California yesterday,
lias been detained and will not return
until Wednesday, according to information received here yesterday.
Albuquerque Kncampbent, No. 4, I.
O. O. F., will meet in regular session
at 8 o'clock tonight. All members are
requested to be present as Important
business will be transacted. Visitors
ore welcome.
of the Rio
Special convocation
Grande chapter. No. 4, R. A. M., will
be held at 7:30 o'clock tonight for
work In the K. A. degree. Refreshments wil be served following the degree work.
There will be a special communication of Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. &
A. M., this evening at 6 o'clock for
he purpose of attending the funeral
of our late brother, Frank W. Hall. A
full attendance is desired.
Mrs. Sarah Lazenby, accompanied
by her daughters and mother. Mrs
Mitkiff. have arrived from Encino, N.
M., to make Albuquerque their future
home. Mrs. Lazenby Is locating here
.80 that her daughters may have
to our excellent schools.
Karl Maier, who received a bullet
ac-ce-

GIRL IS ARRESTED
AND HELD TO AWAIT
ARRIVAL OF MOTHER
Falree Oonzales,
years old, and
Augusrln Carrillo. were taken Into
the
police In the White
custody by
House rooms at 1 o'clock yesterday
15

morning.

The couple had registered at the
rooming house as sister and brother.
The proprietor became suspicious of
the two and notified the police. Both
were held on a charge of disorderly
conduct.
It was learned later that
the girl had left her home in Santa
Fe where her parents live. The police received a letter from the girl's
parents asking that she be apprehended.
The police telegraphed the
mother that- her daughter had been
found.
The gjrl claimed that she was 17
years old, according to the police, and
that she came to Albuquerque three
weeks ago in company with another
girl. She said her people "did not
treat her right" and that nhe does
not want to return to Santa Fe. 'Ihe
girl probably ' will be turned over to
her mother when the latter arrives
here.

f UNDELIVERED

MESSAGES

The following messages remain

I

un-

delivered at the offices of the Western
t'nlon because of Insufficient address:

Mrs. I. N. Bush, Andrean loneio, S. V.
Love, Jr., Fred C. Gorman and
Gable Fisher.
Mrs-Willi-

B.

RooCnf

M-

-

WILLIAMS

Dentist
and 3. Waiting Bnlldlng
Pbone No, S8-- .
Cnrnnr Neennd and Gold.
1

ARMIJOS TAXI LINE

SPRINGER
HAULS

ANYTHING

.

anti-aircra- ft

Vitagraph Feature in

Two large cars

and night

MU KENT
new bungalow.

at

your service, flay
Cheap rates by the hour.
PHONE 414.

MRS

!

VfriJ

I

i;

or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or b phoning
the ebairnian of the Membership com

M

U

':

Store, O. A. Hntsoii

Anti-Saloo- n

nt

mine,

No.

l.l.ii-v-

X

Co., GrJmshaw's

v

RENTIDEAL

FOR

C

K;3

lv
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THEATER

'MMl ie Donor"

bus-nes-

league offices at 9
o'clock this morning to perfect plans Everltt. .leueler.
for the campaign.
Each congregation
also adopted
$1:
resolutions asking that the county
commissioners at once revoke the liFour suits pressed $1.25.
censes of the roadhouse proprietor. Contract
plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
The resolutions adopted
the
by
Delivery. Hhonfi ABO.
which
First Presbyterian church,
will
serve as an example of the other resolutions, are as follows:
"Whereas, the evils resulting from
FOR QUICK SERVICE
the licensing of roadhouses contiguous
Pbone 601.
223 Wont Copiier.
to our city are flagrant and shameful,
leading to the corruption, debauchery
and sr.ddto horses. Trimble's
and utter destruction of young men I LI very
tad Bum.
and women of the city:
Therefore, be It Resolved,
GENTRY'S EGGS
"First, that the congregation of the
First Presbyterian church respectfully
Hawkins,
Skinner, Champion,
and urgently petitions the county
and Son .lose Market; tl'x: dozen.
commissioners to immediately revoke
liall roadhouse license; and also the
censes of saloons where women are
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
allowed to enter; and
consistSon rh First. Phone 221.
SIS
a
committee
"Second, that
ing of Dr. David R. Boyd, H. O.
Strong and Reuben Perry, be, and
"Two-Bit- "
hereby is, appointed to represent the
congregation in this matter at 9
is
o'clock tomorrow morning."
During the recent trial of Pulliam.
when the doings at various "parties"
at the roadhouses were recited in detail and when the fact was disclosed
that numerous young women and girls
are visiting the places, public sentiment rose to a high pitch against the
roadhouses. A large number of women
To Replace That Broken Window
some of whom represented various
Glass.
civic organizations, attended the recent trial in order that they might,
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
from the testimony of the witnesses,
' Phone 421.
425 N. First.
obtain facts on which to base the
campaign against, ,the roadhouses. It
is generally understood that a number of civic bodjes will Join the
churches In their; campaign against
the roadhouses and saloons where
women are allowed to enter.
The proprietor of the Sawmill saloon has been ordered to report
All persons wishing to enlist In the
the county commissioners this
British or Canadian forces are reweek and show cause why his license
quested to call on the undersigned.
should not be revoked.
n

if Mi ail!
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Fully equipped and ready for
Immediately possession. Apply

SUITS CLEANED,

FILL

OF PEP AND SPEED
Diroried by Paul Powel
Written by Randolph Lewis

THE KID IS CLEVER
"WILLIAM

FOX PRODUCTION

Bryant's Delivery

Also Smiling Billy Parsons In Two Reel Comedy

"BIRDS OF A FEATHER"
TIME OF SHOWS

Matinee

Nights

6

to

1

to

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This
a duty you should not
neglect.

1,

2:30. 4, 5:30,

7.

8:30, 10

Children 5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults 15c

6

11

THEATER
LAST TIME TODAY
Highest

Let Us Send a Man

Cla--

s

in Every Way

Artcraft Pictures Presents
CECIL B. DE MIl.LE'S PRODUCTION

"Old Wives For lew"

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

he-fo- re

'

British Canadian Recruiting
Mission

jMyj

v.

r

George Roslington
Resident Officer

Spinach Omelet.
n,in ntnliar nnlnflch.. One aild
o, Mnortnnnaflll rice flour. tWO
cup
butter, one-halablesspoonsful
d
teaspoonful salt, few
cream,
gains pepper, rour eggs. and make a
fine
Chop spinach
sauce of the butter, flour, cream,
pepper and salt, allowing it to boil
nmhlno this with the
from
spinach, separate the
the whites, beat tne yoms mi
adding a third of a teaspoon- rul or salt ana a nuie peppn.
ih. n,hiia till tiff and drv and cut
and fold them into the first mixture.
into a hot,
Pour the
omelet-paput the spinach
over the top and cook very gently for
about twenve minutes till the egg is
set and the omelet Drown, roiu as
usual.
Victory Cnmiase.
k" In cold
CIIaa
"l o ao VtKo erA anil offtOncabbage
in
water. Put one. quart
a stewpan with two taDiespoontuui ui
. i,,..f- - antiotltute. one-hateaspoonful of salt, one tablespoonful
of finely chopped onions, iew gratings of nutmeg, and a few grainscab-of
cavenne. Cover and cook until
bage is tender. Add two tablespoonsful of vinegar and cook live minuies.
Cold Slaw.
cabbage, take
o,.i
.mnii
off outside leaves, and cut in quarters.
Slice very thinly with a sharp knife.
;
,atar until crlsn. drain.
nvaft in iuiu
dry between towels, and mix with
cream salad dressing.

.''

Dog License Notice

years
old, wife of Guy L. Kogers, who i
National
of
First
the
vice, president
bank here, died in a local hospital
at 5:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
had been
following an operation. She
ill only two weeks.
marher
Mrs. Rogers, who before
riage was Miss Harriet E. Kunz, was
Atom in Albuquerque December 27,
18S6, and was one of the first Amer- -I
lean girls born in the city. She received her grade and high school education in the Albuquerque schools and
later graduated from the University
of New Mexico. She was married to
Guy Rogers, October 4, 1810.
Mrs. Rogers was prominent socially and had a large circle of friends In
Albuquerque. She was a member of
St. John's Episcopal church here and
also was a member of the Woman's
club. She was a Red Cross worker
and during her entire life was connected with many moves tor the betterment of Albuquerque.
Surviving Mrs. Rogers are the husband, two childrn, Charles William
Rogers, 5; and Guy L. Kogers, Jr.,
8: her mother, Mrs. C. W. Kunz, and
a brother, Charles E. Kunz, all of Albuquerque; and her Bister, Mrs. E. 8.
Price of Tacoma, Wash., and a brother, Dr. G. G, R. Kunz, also of
Mrs. Rogers' father, C. W.
Kunz, died here five years ago.
The body was removed from the
hospital to the undertaking rooms of
long Brothers. Funeral arrangements are deferred pending word from
the relatives in Tacoma.
Mrs. Rogers' death came as a distinct shock to her relatives and
friends. Her short illness reached a
climax yesterday and It was decided
yesterday morning that an operation
was necessary.
32

a.

All dog license expired
31
1918. Licenses
may be obtained at the
Office of the City Clerk.
The Police have been
Instructed to enforce

one-thir-

th.nihl

July

eeg-yol-

icmon-colore-

the ordinances against

di

all delinquents.
GEO. I. HAMMOND,
City Clerk

well-butter-

n,

ICECIL
Shop Chocolates

Chocolate

A

GRIMSHAWS

lf

hun

J

The Real Hoover Candy

S3

MARRON

'

ALONSO

1

S21H WEST CENTRAL

Pbone

,
Cast'

All-St-

"WEEKLY EVENTS"
6

DR.

Vivesof Mgv

From the Book by David Graham Phillips
Wonderful Picture With a Wonderful

Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See You" 4

to 11
to 6

SEE THE WORLD

.......... ,

. .

Admission.

Adults 15c; Children 10c

.................... 10c

831--

oi.

Lentil
u. .wu lentils,
bread
to
cup soft wheatless
melted but-- n
crumhc, two tablespoons
.. t
etrr. one onion,
n lI

V.

one-ha-

t,..i
II (l

l

one-thir- d

. LI

lf

,!,..

nnA

grated, one pimento, chopped, onei
jteaspoon salt, mace,
enne.
vo
remove
Blcve
a
Press through
skins. Cook onion In melted butter. Add to lentil puree together...ill, nlrontn hrHlt CritmbS 80(1 SCHegs
sonings. Mix in
Pake in bread pan, in a 10m, uuum
oven,
amoderate
In
minutes
thirty
basting occasionally with oil or butter. Serve with tomato sauce.value-about
To serve four persons. Fuel
700 calories, i "
Tomato Sauce.
Y. M. CTX HERE PICTURED
Two tablespoons fat, one tablespoon
nnn.hntf tPSSDOn Salt. OnB
tl,,,,rIN RAILROAD MAGAZINE r.o
cup stewed and strained tomato. unMelt fat, add flour ana salt. Mir
In the July 26 Issue of the Rallwar til smooth.
Add tomato. Juice, stir
In
Age, a railway magazine published
constantly until It bolls
C.
Y.
M.
New York, the Albuquerque
This sauce adds 250 calories.
A. is pictured and is mentioned as one
of the larger institutions on the Santa ALBUQUERQUEANS
PLAN
'
Fe railroad.
The picture and mention appears
TO ATTEND ROUND-U- P
in an article entitled, "Development
of the Santa Fe Reading Room Sys
A delegation of Albuquerqueans are
tem." The article gives the reasons
for the establishment of 'the system, planning to go to Magdalena to atwhich hag a wldo popularity, and dis- tend the last day' events of the Magwlilon will be held
cusses the activities and good results dalena round-u- p
of the Dlan. A discussion of the en there from August T to It. Albuquerqueans began maklnfi- - plans to attend
tertainments provided t by
on that day as soon as
Fe railroad, given by professional en- the round-u- p
tertainers, is' included In the article, word wag received that August 11
which will be more Interesting locally would be Albuquerque flay.
because of the excellent entertain
The delegation will leave Tfere In a
ments which nave oeen given nere party. Those wanting to go are
to leave their name with the
during the past spring months.
Chain'bef of Commerce before Wed,
nesday,

u"

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Farm Labor Agent
MORNING

well-beat-

'

I

We have for sale at Bernalillo, N, M., some

OFFICE

JOURNAL

.

...

T

choice DUROC JERSEY SOWS ANp
BOARS. The large sows and boars are registered; the small ones are subject to registration. If you are in the market for some
extra fine stock, let us hear from you.

USED CAR SALE
Look Over the List Yoa May
Find Just What You Want
One
Overland Touring.
$275
One Overland Roadster. . . .$450

one overland
touring (in excellent condition) almost new. , . . , .$800
$200
One Dodge Touring
One Overland Touring,
- passenger
$250
One Dort, Touring
,$150
One Overland Light Touring,

L. B.

Putney Mercantile Co.

6-

Bernalillo, N. M.

$ 150

One
7-

Wyllis-Knlg-

.

?,

Touring,

ht

- passenger

buy)
MANY

l

(an excellent

$1250
BARGAINS
AMONG
THE ABOVE. CAIX AND
LOOK THEM OVER

the-Sant-

':

Putney's Prize Pigs

Are

Good
Propositions
Open Now. See

Many

s

. .

L
Gallup Lamp V
CerriUos Lump
'
'

,

YOUR HAULING BY TONS
U Motorized by Heary'i Delivery.
Phone

ri

0

AnA

AFTER OPE RATION

.

V

i i

Persona who wteii u renew at take
out Diemlicrshlpa In the Hed Croas
an do so by calling at Strong's Book

lf

Harriet E. Rogers,

r,

TA TPS

PHONIC 507
AND
DELIVERS
CALL
HATCH'S riljt STAND

FREE

r..At,,.lr

Mrs.

('fame.

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP,

--

State News Bulletin

DIES IN HOSPITAL

WILLIAM rO.V Presents

in. Inquire or Mrs.
Meyer, 7(11 West Copper. Phone B

incut,

food Administration

GUI ROGERS

I iiriil.slied five-rooKlecninsr porch and
Jill iikkIim ii improve- -

large basement.

As the first results of the recent
roadhouse exposures which came to
the notice of the public through the
trial of Mark Pulliani, charged with
the assaulting of Celestine Davison,
t6 years old, at the Sawmill saloon
and roadhouse, a campaign against
the roadhouses adjoining the city
was launched at the city churches
yesterday morning. The campaign
Is
to be conducted
under the
League
auspices of the
superin-tenuehere.
It, E.
Farley,
of the league, announced that
three laymen of each congregation
were appointed yesterday morning to
represent their churches in the drive.
These committees will meet in the
Anti-Saloo-

N what

KCfCH

1010.
.How it feels to be gassed was told
here yesterday by Corporal Charles
Aspling, who "with Private Harris of
an Oklahoma division and a negro
soldier, passed through Albuquerque
yesterday en route to Fo.rt Bayard,
where they will receive three months'
treatment for gas. The soldiers were
landed in America July 21.
Aspling with other soldiers were
waiting for the repairs to be completed on a railroad which had been
t ombed and over which they were to
travel to the front line trenches. The
that their canteens
soldiers found
ordered
were dry and
Aspling
to search for water
men
of
number
which was fit to drink. He became
separated from his companions.
"I was walking alon- after them,"
he said, "when I came to a shell hole.
Apparently the enemy had dropped
one of his gas shells In the hole, because when I got into it I knew at
once it was filled with chlorine gaB.
Just then I saw the men returning
and I waved to them to come on as I
knew the train would be ready to
leave in a short time. I walked to
the train unaided, but before I left the
shell-hol- e
I knew 1 had been gassed.
I was dizzy
My head began to ache.
I
and soon
bean coughing. I knew
would help
which
the
that
only thing
mo then was to remain as quiet as
possible. I got Into the train but
water had formed on my lungs and
I was soon ill.
"After we got to our destination we
experienced one of the Hun's air
raids. The planes came over the place
where we were and the
guns nent up a very heavy barrage.
We saw one plane fall in flames and
showed another
soon a search-ligh- t
falling. The only injury sustained re-by
our men was a slightly cut toe
ceived by one of our men from a
falling shrapnel.
"I was sent through a series of hospitals and then was sent home. The
hospital I was in at Boulogne, France,
was a former gambling house and
was certainly a beautiful place."
Private Harris had one experience
which almost ended his military career. The custom of the soldiers, who
were supplied with one blanket each
when In the trenches, was for three
to "bunk" together. Then one blanket
was spread beneath them and two
over them.
Harris with two other
soldiers was sleeping in an exposed
place when a shell burst between his
two companions at his right. Both
were killed. Harris was lifted from
the ground by the force of the explosion, but was uninjured.
Aspling said yesterday that the
American soldiers are confident of
victory over the Germans and never
doubt the outcome of their battles.
He says they all are anxious to grapple with Fritz at, close quarters and
that they "put up a great fight."
The soldiers left at 10:15 o'clock
last night for Fort Bayard, near Silver City, N. M.

the hero cries as he
Ihe Sill 'round Hi,, whilst
mill makes off with her, through
nil em JreliiiK band of bandits!
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ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
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